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A B S T R A C T
The compact quotients of three-dimensional solvable non-nilpotent Lie groups 
by discrete subgroups fall in to  two categories; those which are quotients of S r  
(semidirect product, R  acts on R 2 by ro tation), and those which are quotients of 
S r  =  R  oc R 2 (semidirect product, R  acts on R 2 via translation  along a hyperbolic 
orbit).
Continuous functions in the prim ary summands of L 2 of each type of solvman- 
ifold are examined. It is shown th a t there exists a Fejer theorem  on solvmanifolds 
M r  which are quotients of S r ]  if Pi : L 2( M r ) i— ► L 2( M r )  is orthogonal projec­
tion onto the i th  prim ary sum m and of such a quotient, there exists a sequence of 
operators S n such th a t each S n is a finite linear com bination of the P i , and such 
th a t for each continuous function /  G L 2( M r ) ,  S n( f )  —> /  uniformly as n  —> oo. 
It is shown th a t no such theorem  holds for quotients of S r  > for which it is known 
th a t orthogonal projections do not preserve continuity of functions. It is shown th a t 
if /  G L 2( M r ) is continuous and P i( f )  is essentially bounded, then Pi( f )  m ust be 
continuous. Together with a result of L. Richardson, this result implies th a t there 
are continuous /  G L 2( M r )  for which Pi( f )  is essentially unbounded.
It is shown in Section 2 th a t continuous functions in prim ary summ ands of 
L 2( M r )  m ust vanish on M r ,  for all compact quotients of M r  by discrete sub­
groups. There are five compact quotients of S r ]  one quotient manifold is home- 
omorphic to the three-dimensional torus, and its continuous prim ary sum m and 
functions need not vanish. For three of the other quotients, it is shown th a t all 
continuous prim ary sum m and functions m ust vanish. For the rem aining quotient it
iv
is known th a t functions in certain subspaces of the prim ary summ ands m ust vanish, 
bu t it is not known whether ail continuous prim ary sum m and functions m ust vanish 
in this case.
v
S E C T IO N  O
P R E L IM IN A R IE S  
§0.1. In tro d u ctio n
Let G be a solvable, connected and simply connected Lie group, with Lie 
algebra g  and with cocompact discrete subgroup T . By a  representation 7r of G 
we shall mean a strongly continuous, unitary  representation of G in some separable 
Hilbert space If*.; it will be called irreducible if the space If*. contains no proper 
closed nontrivial subspace invariant under tt .
Let M  be the space of right cosets Tg of T in G,  endowed with the quo­
tient topology. Then G acts on L 2(M )  by right translation; i.e. g  i— > R(g),  
where [i2(^)/](ra;) =  f (T x g )  for /  6 L 2( M ) (here M  has the (7-invariant prob­
ability m easure inherited from H aar m easure on G). R  is called the quasiregular 
representation of G on L 2{M ).
It is well known th a t L 2( M ) decomposes into the  direct sum , where 
the spaces If*, are m utually orthogonal R(G)-  invariant subspaces, and R  on the 
space H n is a finite m ultiple of the irreducible representation ir. ([GGP], section 
1.2). We let (T \(7)A denote the set of irreducible representations appearing in the 
quasi-regular representation R  of G on L 2( M ) .  Then the orthogonal projection P* 
of L 2( M ) onto is L 2-continuous and preserves C°°(M )  ([Aus-Bre 1], theorem 
5), and is given by convolution with a bounded Borel m easure <t* .
1
Now let N  be a  nilpotent Lie group, connected and simply connected, with Lie 
algebra n  and  cocompact discrete subgroup T .
If the coadjoint orbits of the action of N  on the dual n* are linear varieties, 
then T \ N  possesses the property  th a t the orthogonal projections Pn of £ 2(r\iV) 
onto Hir preserve continuity ([Ri 1], [Bre 1]). These flat-orbit nilmanifolds share 
this property w ith compact quotients of the 3-dimensional solvable group S r  by 
discrete subgroups. Here S r  denotes the semidirect product R  oc R 2 , where R  
acts on R 2 via a one-param eter subgroup of rotations [Ri 1].
The work in chapter 2 was m otivated by a theorem  of L. Auslander and R. 
Tolimieri. Let Hz be the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group, R 3 endowed with the 
m ultiplication (x ,y ,  z )(x'  ,y '  , z r) = (x + x \ y  + y' , z  + z' + x y ' ) ,  and let T be the 
discrete group of integer points in H z . Let /  be a continuous function in H^  C 
L 2( T \ H z ), where n  is an irreducible, unitary, infinite dimensional representation in 
( r \ H 3)A . Then /  m ust have a t least one zero on T \H z  ([Aus-Tol], T hm .II.2). This 
phenom enon arises from a ra th er surprising interaction between the representation 
theory of Hz  (which determ ines the prim ary sum m and H n ) and the topology of 
the manifold T \ H z . In chapter 2 of this dissertation, we generalize this theorem  
to all compact nilmanifolds which are not n -to ri. We then examine the question of 
w hether a similar theorem  holds for 3-dimensional compact solvmanifolds.
The central covariance of ir-prim ary sum m and functions on T \H z  is a key 
element in Auslander and Tolim ieri’s proof th a t continuous i t -prim ary sum m and 
functions have zeros. Since 3-dimensional non-nilpotent solvable Lie groups with 
cocompact discrete subgroups have trivial centers ([AGH], chapter 3), completely 
new techniques are needed to show th a t most 3-dimensional compact solvmani­
folds do possess the property th a t their continuous n -prim ary functions (hereafter 
referred to as prim ary functions) m ust vanish, for infinite-dimensional ir. A note­
worthy exception is one com pact quotient of S r  which is actually homeomorphic
to  the 3-torus T 3 ; here one finds plenty of continuous prim ary functions which do 
not vanish, as one would expect. However, for three of four rem aining compact 
quotients of S r , it is shown th a t continuous prim ary functions m ust have zeros. 
For the fourth compact quotient of S r  , we have shown th a t continuous functions in 
certain subspaces of a prim ary sum m and H„ m ust have zeros. As of this writing, 
however, it is conjectured bu t not known th a t all continuous prim ary summ and 
functions on this manifold m ust have zeros.
Let S h  be the semidirect product R  oc R 2 , where R  acts upon R 2 via the
A*one-param eter subgroup t in S L i ( R ) ,  where A +  A 1 =  k + 1 for
any integer k >  2. It is shown in this dissertation th a t for all compact quotients 
of S h  , continuous prim ary functions m ust have zeros. This exhausts the compact 
solvmanifolds of dimension three.
Thus the interplay of topology and representation theory which produces zeros 
of continuous prim ary functions is seen to be more than  a nilpotent phenomenon, 
bu t the extent of this interaction remains obscure. The possibility of a  general­
ization of this theorem  to a larger class of compact solvmanifolds deserves to be 
investigated. The study in section 1 of continuous functions in prim ary summ ands 
of 3-dimensional compact solvmanifolds was m otivated by the fact th a t orthogo­
nal projection onto ir-prim ary sum m ands preserves continuity of functions in L 2 
of both  compact quotients of flat-orbit nilmanifolds and compact quotients of the 
group S r . In [Ri 2], L. Richardson proved a Fejer theorem  for flat-orbit nilm an­
ifolds. In chapter 1 of this dissertation, a Fejer theorem  is proved for quotients 
of S r  by compact discrete subgroups T of S r  . Similar questions are examined 
for compact quotients of the 3-dimensional solvable group S r -  Let T be a co­
compact discrete subgroup of S r -  It is known th a t orthogonal projections Pn of 
L 2( T \ S r )  onto H*. do not preserve continuity [Ri 1]. In chapter 1 of this essay, 
it is dem onstrated th a t no standard  Fejer theorem  exists for solvmanifolds of this
4type. However, the series determ ining the I J  equivalence class of a projected func­
tion is seen to bear a  resemblance to  a standard  lacunary Fourier series on R \Z  
(see [Zyg]). An adap tation  of Sidon’s theorem  on convergence of lacunary Fourier 
series ([Zyg], thm . VI.6.1) is used to dem onstrate th a t if the orthogonal projection 
P ^ f  of a continuous function /  on Y \ S h  is an L°° function, then  P ^ f  is actually 
continuous (Thm . 1.2.1). Together w ith Theorem  3.13 in [Ri 1], this implies that 
for each H n there is continuous /  G L 2( T \ S h ) such th a t Pnf  is discontinuous and 
essentially unbounded.
This work suggests the possibility of further similarities in the harm onic anal­
ysis of flat-orbit nilmanifolds and compact quotients of S r  .
§0.2. C la ss if ic a tio n  o f  3 -d im e n s io n a l c o m p a c t so lv m a n ifo ld s
The following is a convenient exposition of results due to  Auslander, Green and 
Hahn ([AGH], section 2.2).
L e m m a  0 .1 . I f  S  is a connected, simply connected, 3 -dimensional non-compact,  
non-nilpotent solvable Lie group with cocompact discrete subgroup T C S , then 
the dimension of  the maximal nilpotent subgroup N  is 2.
The rem ainder of this section is devoted to proving the following.
T h e o re m  0 .2 . I f  S  satisfies the conditions o f  Lemma 1, then S  =  S h  or S r , 
where
r ekt
S h  =
- k t
X
y
l  t 
l  j
: (t , x , y ,)  G R 3
for some k such that ek + e G Z, efc -f e ^ 2 ,  and
S r  —
c o s  7rt s i n  TTt
-  s i n  7Tt COS TTt
X
y
1 t 
1 J
P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  0 .2 . We know th a t N  is two-dimensional, from Lemma 1, 
and hence abelian. Consider the  n atu ra l m ap ir : S  — ► N \ S . Since N  is abelian, 
N \ S  acts on N  via (N s ) n  = s n s ~ 1 , for N s  G N \ S ,  n  G N .  It follows th a t 
S  = R  oc R 2 , where R  is the additive group of real num bers acting upon R 2 . We 
give S  the coordinates 51 =  (< ,« ,«) : < €  R , (u, v) G R 2 where ( t ,u ,v ) ( t ',u r,v ')  =  
(t -(- t ', ( u ,v )  +  <r(f)(u ',v ')) for a some 1-param eter subgroup of CrZ/2(R )- is 
an open m ap, and so 7r ( r )  is a  discrete subgroup of N \ S  =  R .  Thus 7r ( r )  is 
isomorphic to Z , and so is generated by a single element 9.
We then have th a t TniV is a lattice in N  generated by two linearly independent 
basis vectors. If we coordinatize N  so th a t F fl N  is generated by (0,1) and (1,0) 
in N , then 9 acts on R 2 as a linear transform ation which preserves the lattice Z 2 . 
If 9 — N ( t , u , v ) , then 9 acts by
9 • (0 ,n ,m )  =  ( t , u , v ) ~ 1(0 ,n ,m )( t ,u ,u )  (0-1)
and so the action of 7r ( r )  upon T fl N  is well defined.
9 acts as a linear transform ation T(9)  which preserves Z 2 and so has integral 
entries and a determ inant of ± 1 .
It remains to be determ ined how, in light of these facts, R  acts upon R 2 . We 
m ust find a 1-param eter subgroup <f> such th a t <^>(1) =  T{9 ) .
Since T(9)  m ust lie on a 1-param eter subgroup <f>, det T{9) — 1 , so that 
T(9) G S L 2(Z).  Since successive square roots of T(9)  m ust also have determ inant 
1, <f> m ust be a 1-param eter subgroup of S L 2 (R ).
There are three cases to consider.
C ase  1 . The eigenvalues of T(9)  are real and positive.
C ase  2. The eigenvalues of T{9) are real and negative.
C ase  3. The eigenvalues of T{9)  are complex conjugates in C  R .
L e m m a  0 .3 . Let T  be a  diagonal matr ix  in S L 2 ( R )• I f  T  has a real square root 
which is not diagonal, then T  = ± 7 .
P ro o f .  Suppose there is J 11/ 2 = a b c d
a2 +  be b(a +  d) P
c(a +  d) d2 Abe P - 1 .
, b or c nonzero, in S L 2 (R ) . Then 
. Since not both  b and c are zero,we have
a + d =  0, and so a2 — d2 . The diagonal term s p , p ~ 1 are thus equal, so that 
T  = ± 1 .
C ase  1. The eigenvalues of T (9 ) are real and positive.
C ase  l a .  Suppose the eigenvalues of T{9) are positive, real and unequal. The
p  0previous lem m a shows th a t if we write A T (9 )A  1 =
,1 /2
( i / p ),/2
has 2 square roots, ± The m atrix
0 i / p
- p i / 2
, then AT(9)A - 1
can
have no further square root. Taking successive square roots we see th a t A<j)(t)A 1 =
, so th a t <f)(t) is conjugate to  this subgroup.
C a se  l b .  The eigenvalues of T(9)  are both 1.
(i) Suppose T(9)  =  I .  Then clearly T(9)  lies on a com pact, connected, 1-
param eter subgroup. Since S  is assumed solvable, a  cannot be trivial; so cr(t) is a
cos 2ir t sin 27rt
— sin 27rt cos 27rtcircle group, isomorphic to
(ii) Suppose T(9)  is not diagonalizable. Then we have, for some A  G G L 2{R ) ,
A T { 9 ) A = 1 1 0 1
Suppose T { 9 y / 2 is a real square root of T{9).  Then if T (9 )1/ 2 =
have a2 +  be b(a +  d) 1 1 'c(a + d) d2 +  be °  1
a b 
c d we
Since (a +  d) • b = 1 , we have c = 0; thus
a2 = d? — 1 and so a = d = 1 , since a +  d 0. Thus we have 2b = 1 , or
1 1 / 2 'b — 1 /2 . The only real square root of T(9) is therefore
0 . Arguing in this
way we see th a t Acr(t)A 1 =  q j  ’ action of R  upon R 2 yields the
3-dimensional Heisenberg group H 3 .
C ase  2. The eigenvalues of T(9)  are real and negative.
C ase  2a . Suppose the eigenvalues of T(9)  are unequal. If so, we m ay write
A T ( 0 ) A ~ 1 = ~P
~P
. If T (9 )1/ 2 were a real square root of T{9 ), then
~P . However, this m atrixAT{9)XI2 A ~ l would be a real square root of 
can have no real square root, since by Lemma 0.3 it has no nondiagonal square 
root, and it clearly can have no real diagonal square root. Therefore, such a m atrix  
cannot lie on a 1-param eter subgroup of 5'L2(R ).
C ase  2 b . Suppose the eigenvalues of T{9) are —1. If T(9)  =  —I ,  then o-(t) is a 
compact cc 
Rot(nt)  =
onnected subgroup of .S I ^ R ) ,  and is therefore conjugate to  the subgroup 
cos 7ri sin irt
— sin irt cos wt 
If T(9)  is not diagonalizable, then if a bc d. is a square root of
AT(9)A - l
0 -1 (for some A  € we have
a2 +  be b(a +  d) - 1  1 '
c(a +  d) d2 +  be 0 - 1
0 ; so a 2
Since b(a +  d) =  1 and c(a -f d) =  0 we have 
d2 ~  1 , a contradiction. Therefore A T ( 9 ) A ~ 1 and hence T(9)
cannot have a real square root.
C ase  3. The eigenvalues of T{9)  are complex conjugates in C .
Then oj +  uJ =  2Reu> =  Tr(T’(^)), the trace of T(9).
If Re(u>) =  ±1 we are in cases lb  or 2b.
(i) If Tr(T(0)) =  0, the eigenvalues of T(9 ) are el7r/ 2 and e~ ,7r/ 2 ; thus T(9)
0 1is conjugate to the m ap T  
subgroup
1 0 , and cr(t) is conjugate to the 1-param eter
c o s 7 r t / 2  s i n 7 r t / 2  
- s i i i 7 r t / 2  c o s 7 r t / 2
8(ii) If Tr(T(0)) =  1, the eigenvalues of T(0) are etir/3 and e t1r/ 3 ; thus T(0)
0 - 1is conjugate to the m ap T  
subgroup
, and cr(t) is conjugate to the 1-param eter
cos7t</3 s in 7r</3 
— s in 7r</3 costt</3
(iii) If Tr(T(0)) =  1, the eigenvalues of T{9)  are e2t7r/ 3 and e 2l,r/ 3 } and <r(t)
, , ,, , . , cos2tt</3 sin27r</3is conjugate to  the 1-param eter subgroup . _ 'o r  —sm2irt /3  co s zn t /S
Thus for each such T(0),  T(0)p =  I  for some p  G Z + , and so cr(t) is a compact,
connected subgroup of 5,T2(R ); hence it is a  circle group, isomorphic to  the group 
cos 2irt sin 2 irt
— sin 27rt cos 2nt
In conclusion, the groups derived in case l a  are isomorphic to the group S h -  
Pick A G R  so th a t A +  A-1 G Z , and A +  A-1 >  2. Then if A' is any other positive 
num ber satisfying A' +  A' -1 >  2, and A' +  A'-1 G Z , then we see th a t the groups
r A* x ^
y
l  t 
l .
: G R
and
S\i  =
r \ n x i >
A'"* y  
1 t : (t , x , y ) G R
1 . y
are isomorphic via the isomorphism
( t , x , y )  G S \  i— ► ((logA, A) • i , x , y )  G S\>.
All the other groups derived are isomorphic to S r , thus proving the main
- r
theorem  of this section.
Therefore we have the following five compact quotients of S r  , w ith convenient 
coordinatization.
1- P R,i \ S r ,\ =  M r A ; where S r =  R  oc R 2, R  acts on R 2 via the one-param eter
cos27r< sin27r<subgroup crj (/)
— sin 2 7 r /  c o s  2nt , and r flil =  {(p , m , n ) G S Rtl; p , m , n  G
Z}. Here T#,! is isomorphic to  the abelian group Z 3, and so M r j  =  T 3 ([Mos], 
Theorem  A).
2. T ji)2\iS,fl)2 =  M r >2; where S r ,2 =  H. cx R 2, R  acts on R 2 via the one-param eter
COS TTt sin7T< , _  , /  \ r .  m, and r H,2 =  UP,™,™) € S Rx , P , m , n  £ Z},subgroup cr2(t) sin irt cos irt
3- TRf3\ S Rt3 =  M R>3 ; where S Rf3 = R  oc R 2, R  acts on R 2 via the one-param eter
0 1subgroup <r3(t) w ith cr3( l)  =  
Rot(2irt/Z)  =
1 - 1 . <r3(t) is isomorphic to  the subgroup
cos27r</3 sin27rt/3  
-s in 2 7 rt /3  cos27rt/3
, and r B,3 =  { (p ,m ,n )  £ S R<3 ;p ,rn ,n  £
Z | .
4- rj? ,4\ 5’ii,4 =  ; where S r ^  =  R  o c  R 2, R  acts on R 2 via the one-param eter
cos7rt/2  s in 7rt/2  
— sin irt/2 cos ixt/2subgroup <r4(t) 
p , m , n  £ Z } .
, and T h ,4 =  { (p ,m ,n )  € S RA;
5- r H>6\Sfl,6 =  M r $ ; where S r $  =  R  a  R 2, R  acts on R 2 via the one-param eter 
subgroup <r6 (t )  in 5 Z 2(R ) with <r6 ( l )  =  J 1 , and r f l ,6 =  { (p ,m ,n )  € S r , 6 ; 
p , m , n  £ Z } .
We also have the following compact quotients of S r  , with convenient coordi- 
natizations.
Suppose k £ Z, k > 2 . Define Sjj,k =  R  oc R 2 , where R  acts on R 2 via
1 1
k — 1 k . Then
the one-param eter subgroup <Tk{t) in S L 2(R )  w ith <r*.(l) =
SHtk = S h  for each k .  Let Tf/,fc =  { (p ,m ,n ) £ SH,k’-,P,‘fn ,n  £ Z}; then each 
r H,k\SH,k =  Mn,k  is a distinct compact quotient of S h -
§0.3. P re lim in a r ie s
Let G be a connected, simply connected Lie group w ith Lie algebra g , and let 
g* be the vector space of linear functionals on g . We define a sequence of ideals
10
of the Lie algebra g  by g^0) =  g , =  [g^fc_1\ g ^ fc_1^]; this is called the derived 
series of g ,  and g  is said to be solvable if g^n) =  0 for some n  € N . We define 
another sequence of ideals of the Lie algebra g  by g ^  =  g , g ^  =  [g^fc_ 1^ ,g ]; this is 
called the lower central series of g ,  and g  is said to be nilpotent if g ^  =  0 for some 
n  € N  (see [Hum], section 3). Throughout this dissertation, the term  “nilmanifold” 
( “solvmanifold” ) will refer to compact spaces r \ G ,  where G is nilpotent (solvable) 
and r  is discrete and cocompact.
By a representation tt of G we shall mean an equivalence class of strongly 
continuous homomorphisms of G into the set of unitary  linear transform ations on 
some separable Hilbert space H . The representation n  will be called irreducible if 
H  contains no proper closed subspace invariant under ir.
The adjoint representation of the group G in the vector space g , w ritten Ad, 
is defined as follows; for each element i f G ,  Ad(a:) : g  — > g is the differential at 
the identity of G of the group autom orphism  I ( x ) ,  inner conjugation by x £ G.  
Ad(x) satisfies
x(exp X )x ~1 =  exp[Ad(jc)AT] (0-2)
for each x £ G, X  £ g .
The coadjoint representation of G is of central im portance in the representa­
tion theory of nilpotent and solvable Lie groups. The set of equivalence classes of 
irreducible representations of a nilpotent Lie group G is naturally  param etrized by 
the orbit space g*/A d*G ; this is also true for the (completely) solvable Lie groups 
examined in this work. This param etrization, due to A. A. Kirillov, is freely drawn 
upon in this work; for details, see [CG], chapter II.
As described in section 0.2, there are two 3-dimensional, solvable, non-nilpotent 
Lie groups with cocompact discrete subgroups, the groups S h  and S r . Their Lie 
algebras are three- dimensional vector spaces spanned by the vectors T , X, and Y, 
where exp s T  = ( s ,0 ,0 ) , exp s X  =  (0 , 5, 0), and exp s Y  — (0 ,0 ,s ) .
. If we recoordinatize N  so th a t the action
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There are 5 distinct, non-homeomorphic compact quotients of S r ,  and in­
finitely m any distinct compact quotients of S h  ■> as seen in section 0 .2 .
It will be convenient to  use several different coordinatizations of S r  and S h  • 
The coordinatizations of S r  described at the end of section 0.2 will be called
integral coordinatizations of S r }P. Let A  € G L 2{R)  be such th a t A<rp( t )A ~ l =
n/n  . / \ r cos 2irt/p sin 2irt/p 
R ( 2 * i /P) =  [ _ s in 2 lrj/j, cos2jr(/p
of R  on N  is given by R(2 ir t /p ) , then V r iP O N  — A ( Z 2) (note th a t in the  case 
of T r ,! ,  T r ,2 , and T r , 4 , A  = I ) .  In this coordinatization of S r ,p , the nonde­
generate coadjoint orbits of S r , p are circular cylinders, x 2 + y 2 =  A2 , for some 
A € R . For the groups S r ,3 and Sr,q , the 2-torus N  fl T r ,p\ N  will be a non­
standard  torus in this coordinatization. We will call these coordinatizations the 
circular coordinatizations of S r ,p .
The coordinatizations of the solvmanifolds SH,k described at the end of section 
0.2 will be referred to as the integral coordinatizations of Sh,Ic • Let A  G G.Z/2 (R ) be
\ t  Q I
where A+A-1  =  k + 1 ; if we recoordinatize N  sosuch th a t Acrk{t)A - 1 0 A- t
th a t the action of R  on N  is given by this one param eter subgroup, then T h  ,kON  =  
A ( Z 2); the nondegenerate coadjoint orbits in this case are hyperbolic cylinders of 
the form xy  = A, A 6 R . The 2-torus N  D F n ,k \ N  in this coordinatization will be 
a nonstandard  torus, for all k > 2 . This coordinatization of Sn,k  wffi be referred 
to as the hyperbolic coordinatization.
We will use the fact th a t, in the integral coordinatizations of Sn,k  > the nonde­
generate coadjoint orbits satisfy the equation
(k — \ ) x 2 +  (k — 1 )xy  — y 2 =  u>, up G R .
A -  k  1 
1 -  A 1
(0.5)
in G L2(R ) satisfiesTo see this we observe th a t the transform ation A  =
<f>k(t)A — Acrk(t), where crk is the one-paraineter subgroup in S L 2{R ) satisfying
A* 0
M l )
1 1
k — 1 k 0 A’
(0 .6 )
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Thus if [<rfc(t)](a:,y) =  (x (t) ,y ( t)) , we have 
A (® (t),y(t)) =  (*'(*), y'(t))
=  (C* -  *)(*(<)) +  y(<)» C1 -  *)*(<) +  y(<))
satisfying
(*'(<))(3/'(<» =  [(A -  *)(*(<)) +  sKOlK1 -  *)(*(<)) +  y(<)]
=  (A -  k)(  1 -  A) z 2(t) +  (1 -  k)x( t )y( t)  + y 2( t ) (0.7)
=  C.
Since this is
(1 -  k ) x 2( t ) +  (1 -  k)x(t )y( t)  +  y 2(t) =  C  (0 .8)
equation (0.5) is established.
For each solvmanifold M n ,k { ^ R , i )  > the group S h ^ S r ^ )  is a simply connected 
cover of M je /^ M r,;)  and T / j^ T # ^ )  is the group of covering tranform ations of 
SH,k (S R}i). Thus we have IIi(MH,fc) = FHifc, II i { M Rti) =  . The M Hyk and
M R i are bundles over the circle w ith 2-torus fiber; the projection m aps are
/i j j  : Mn.fc — ► Z \R
(0.9)
v) i— ► z  + t
and
HR : M R<p — > Z \R
(0 .10)
ri?,p(t,«, v) i— > z  + t.
A generalization of the following m aterial may be found in [GGP], section 1.2.
Let M  = T \ S  be a solvmanifold, where S  is a solvable Lie group, T a discrete 
subgroup of S . We define a unitary  representation R  of S  in the space L 2(M )  as 
follows; for g € S, f  € L 2( M ) ,  and Ts G T \5 ', we have
[R{g)f](Ts)  =  f (Tsg) .  (0.11)
This is called the quasiregular representation of S  on L 2( M ) .  W hen M  is a 
compact solvmanifold, L 2(M )  decomposes canonically into the discrete direct sum
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of subspaces H w , which are invariant w ith respect to the action of S , and are such 
th a t when the action of S  is restricted to the subspace H ^ , S  acts on H n as some 
finite m ultiple of an irreducible representation tt of S .
A convenient decomposition of H v into irreducible subspaces will be used 
throughout this dissertation; however, no canonical decomposition of H n into irre­
ducible subspaces exists. The irreducible subspaces of the chosen decomposition of 
H, r  will be referred to as the constructible irreducible subspaces of H n ,  and will be 
described in section 0.4.
( r \ S ) A will denote the set of unitary  irreducible representations of S  appearing 
in the quasiregular representation R  of S  in jb2( r \5 ') A.
( r \ 5 ) ^  will denote the set of those representations n  G (T \5 ')A which are 
infinite dimensional.
§0.4. 7r-primary fu n ction s
In this section, we will describe those functions on Mfj ,k{MR<p) which are 
prim ary functions. We will use integral coordinatizations of S r iP and Sn,k  (see 
section 0.3).
In the integral coordinatization of SH,k ? the coadjoint orbits satisfy
(k -  l ) x 2 +  (k -  1 )xy -  y 2 =  A (0.12)
so th a t the orbits are sa tu rated  in the T * -direction. We will call A an integral
functional if A|n =  a X *  + /3Y*, a , (3 G Z , and denote by Ow the orbit of A in s*H k .
Fix some nonzero integral functional A G O w. We define the character on 
the (abelian) nilradical n  as follows: if A|n =  olX*  +  (3Y*, then
X>( 0 ,r ,S) =  e2l' i<“ ’-+'s' '  (0.13)
We seek a maximal subgroup M  of SH,k such th a t
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(i) M  contains N :
(ii) Xx may be extended to a character of M , i.e. \ X[M,M] — 1 , where
[M, M]  is the com m utator subgroup ot M . M  will be called a  m axim al subgroup 
subordinate to  A. We will call this extension %, the m ap extension of x  M . To 
this end, it suffices to  examine the values of X\  on term s in  S'n.fc] of the form
( t ,0 ,0 ) ( 0 ,x ,y ) ( - < ,0 ,0 ) ( 0 , - x , - y )  =  (0 ,(z ,y )  -  a k(t) (x ,y ) ) .  (0.14)
Since crk{t) has eigenvalues A* and A-< , where A +  A-1 =  k  +  1, and since A is 
nonzero,
XA(0,(® ,y) -  (rk( i ) { x ,y )) =  exp 2ir i \ ( (x ,y )  -  <rk( t ) ( x , y ))
is 1 for all (x ,y ) if and only if t =  0. Thus N  itself is m axim al subordinate to A
for all nonzero A.
We define the Mackey space M(A) for A as follows:
M( X)  = { /  : SH,k — > C | /  is m easurable, | / |  G L 2( N \ S H,k),
(0.15)
f (n g )  = Xx(n ) f(9 )  ™ € N ,  g € S H,k}-
It is well known th a t the action of Sn,k  on M ( A) by right translation  is an 
irreducible representation it. ([Bre]).
Note th a t the functions /  in M(A) are left Tn,k  H N  - invariant.
We define the homogenizing (lift) m ap L : M ( A) — ► L 2(TH,k\SH,k) as follows: 
for /  G M { A),
L f ( T H,k{t ^x ^y)) =  X I  (/-7 )(< »*»y) (0.16)
7er H,fcnAr\r n,k
where ( /  • j ) {g )  =  f { i g ) ,  for 7 ,g  G S H,k-
Note th a t the sum in (0.16) is well defined with respect to equivalence classes of 
T H, k r \ N \ T Hik. For all /  G M ( A), L f  is a well-defined element of L 2(FH,k\SH,k) ,
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and the m ap L  is .Sjy.fc-equivariant, so th a t the image in L 2(Tn,k\SH,k)  of M ( A) 
is an irreducible it-subspace of L 2(TH,k\SH,k) > and therefore a subspace of the 
7r-primary sum m and .
Those subspaces of H n which are the images of homogenizing m aps L  from 
Mackey spaces M ( A) will be referred to as the constructible irreducible subspaces 
of H n ; there are finitely m any such subspaces in each H n . The m axim um  num ber 
of such m utually subspaces will be referred to as the m ultiplicity of ir, mul7T. There 
is one constructible irreducible subspace in H n for each distinct Th,*!-orbit in the 
integral functionals of O ^,  and so mubr is given by the num ber of such orbits.
The constructible irreducible subspaces are not canonically determ ined irre­
ducible subspaces of H ^ ; nevertheless, the it-prim ary sum m and is the orthogonal 
direct sum  of these spaces, and so we may represent a typical m em ber of the ir- 
p rim ary sum m and H n as follows. Let {A i}^jl7r be a set of representatives of distinct 
f1 H,k-orbits in the integral functionals of On, A,- an integral functional for each i. 
Let f i  G L j, the lift m ap from M { A;) to L 2 . Then a typical m ember of
H„ has the form
m ul ir m ul x
*■ = ! > / < = £ {  £  ( * •  ?)> (°-17)
i=i i=i 7 e rH,fcnN\r*r,*
If f i  G Af(Ai), then f i  may be w ritten
=  X*.(0,x, !/)£(<) (0.18)
where f i  G L2(R ). Thus, if we choose the elements (n ,0 ,0 )  G T , n  G Z to 
represent the equivalence classes of Th,*. Pi N \ T H tk , we have
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L f i {T H,k{t,x ,y))  =  ^ [ / f ( n ,0 ,0 ) ] (< ,* ,y )
ne z
=  /*((n »0’° ) ' (<>**2/))
n£Z
=  5 3  - ^ n  +  *’ (0.19)
n£Z
=  +  <)x>'i(°’<Tfc(n ) (* ^ ) )
n£ Z
=  'M )X<T;;(n)A<(0’a:’ /^)•
neZ
Thus a typical member of is of the form
m ul 7T
£  2 / f (n +  <)x*;(")Ai(0>*>!0 (°-2°)
t=l n£Z
Recall from section 0.3 th a t all elements <7£(n)Ai satisfy equation (0.5). 
Suppose we have A £ n*, A =  a X *  +  f3Y* for some a,/3 £ Z . Then
XA(0 ,x ,y )  =  exp27ri(ax + (3y). (0.21)
If we set z\ — e27rtI, z2 =  e2niy , we may write x* (0, ®, t/) =  e2ir^ a:c+^y  ^ =
z f  Zj ? so th a t F  £ H nr may be thought of as a function of t, z j, z2 ; i-e. as F , where
m ul 7r
F ( t , z i ,z 2) =  ^  / '( n  +  t)z “ n iz fni (0 .22)
i — 1 n £ Z
for <rl(n)\i =  a ntiX* +  /?ni;F * .
Fixing t0 G R ,  we may define a cross section
F to(z i ,z 2) =  F ( t0, z 1, z 2) (0.23)
so th a t Ft is a function from T 2 to C , for z i ,z 2 of modulus 1.
Let the integral functionals {Aj}£Luj n be a set of T h ,Ic-orbit representatives in 
n* ; we define H ni to be the image of the lift map
L : M(Xi)  — ► L 2(TH,k\SH,k)
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( if*. is the i th  constructible irreducible subspace of i f * , the  it -prim ary sum m and). 
In the integral coordinatization of S RiP , the coadjoint orbits satisfy
(i) x 2 +  y 2 =  k 2 for some k  € R  if p =  1 ,2 ,4  (0.24)
(ii) x 2 +  xy  +  y 2 = k 2 for some & £ R  if p =  3 ,6 , (0.25)
so th a t the  orbits are sa tu ra ted  in the T* -direction.
Fix some coadjoint orbit 0 *  C and some nonzero integral functional
A € 0 * .
We define the character Xx on the nilradical N  as follows:
Xx (0, r , s) =  exp 2tti\ { t, s ) = exp 2iri(ar +  (3s) (0.26)
where A =  a X *  +  (3Y*.
We seek a maximal extension of the character x x on M ; we examine the values 
of x x on term s of the form
(f»0 , 0)(0 ,x ,y ) ( —f ,0 , 0)(0 , —x, —y) = (0 ,(x ,y )  -  <rp(t)(x,  y)),
in the com m utator [5j?,p, S r <p] .
Since crp(t) has eigenvalues exp ±.2tti t / p ,  and since crp(pZ) = I , we may extend 
the character x x to a character on the subgroup
M p = { (n ,x ,y ); n  =  pk  for some k £ Z, x , y  £ R }. (0.27)
Then M p is called maximal subordinate to the functional A.
We define the Mackey space M ( A) for A as follows.
= { /  : s R , p  — > C I /  is m easurable, | / |  £ L 2(TRiP\ S z , p),
(0.28)
f ( m g ) =  Xx(™)f{9) r n e  M p, g e  S RtP}
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T he action of S r <p on M ( A) by right translation is an irreducible representation 
7r, independent (up to  equivalence) of the choice of A 6 O n .
The functions /  G M ( X )  are left fl M p -invariant. We define the lift map 
L  : M ( X )  — ♦ L 2(TR>p\ S R p^) as follows: for /  G Af(A),
L f ( r RtP( t , x , y ) )  =  ( f  (0.29)
Ter BlPnMp\rB lP
Note th a t the sum  (0.29) is a  sum of p term s, and is a left r^ p -in v a rian t 
function in L 2(TRtP\ S R tP). L  is an 5/^p-equivariant m ap, so th a t the image in 
L 2( T r iP\ S r iP) of M ( A) is an irreducible ?r-subspace of L 2( Y r # \ S r # )  , and there­
fore a subspace of the  t t -prim ary sum m and H x C L 2( r R iP\ S R iP) ; this subspace 
will also be referred to as a constructible irreducible subspace of H n . The num ber 
of such m utually orthogonal subspaces of H v is called m ubr, and is equal to  the 
num ber of disjoint -orbits in the set of integral functions in On- H n is the 
orthogonal direct sum of these subspaces.
We may represent a typical element of the n -prim ary sum m and H as follows. 
Let {Aj}*£yil7r be a set of representatives of distinct r ^ p  -orbits of integral functionals 
in n* D On-  If f i  G a typical m ember of H n has the form
m u l 7 r  m u l 7 r
F = ' £ L f i = T {  Y ,  f ‘ - 1 }
*=1 *=i 7eMpn rR,p\ r H,p
If f i  G A/(Aj), then  f i  m ay be w ritten
f i { t , x , y )  = x A<(0 , x , y ) f i ( i ) .  (0.31)
where f i  G L 2(p Z \R ) ( f i  is to be thought of as a function on R  with period p ). 
Thus, if we choose the elements (n ,0 ,0 )  G I \ r iP, n =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  ,p  — 1 to represent
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the equivalence classes of M p D r j? )P\ r f l iP, we have
p - i
L f i { Y R<p{ i ,x , y ) )  = ] ^ ( / i  • (n ,0 ,0))(< ,a:,y)
n = 0
p - 1
n  (°-32)
=  ^ 2 ( f i ( n  + <)Xa ,.(«rfc(n )(x ,y ))
n = 0 
P - 1  __
=  +  O x^nJA ^® ,!/))-
n = 0
Thus a typical m em ber of H * is of the form
mul(-7r)p — 1
E  E  /.(w  +  ^XajW AifO.ajjy) (0.33)
t=l n£0
Recall th a t all elements <r£(n)Aj satisfy equation (0.24) or (0.25).
Suppose we have A G n*, A =  a X *  +  (3Y* for some a , (3 G Z . Then
X x ( 0 , x , y )  = e x p 2 m ( a x  + fly). (0.34)
If we set z\ =  e2ntx, Z2 =  e2*ty , we may define F  and Ft as in equations (0.22) 
and (0.23) for F  € H^  . If the integral functionals {A i}^ j w are a set of YRtP -orbit 
representatives in n* , we define H ni to  be the image of the lift m ap L ( M ( A i ) )  — > 
L 2(TR,p\ S R tP) . H ni is then the i th  constructible irreducible subspace of H* .
We end this section with a fact, and a lemma.
!• Sh,Ic{Sr,p) *n integral coordinatization has the fundam ental domain [0, l ]3 ; 
since T 3 has the same fundam ental domain and since the invariant m easure of 
the boundary is zero, the identification of fundam ental domain produces a Borel 
isom orphism  of the m easure spaces and an isometry between L 2( T 3) and 
L 2(TH,k\SH,k) [T2( r fiiP\ 57i,p)]. Since each character f aip n (t, x ,  y) =
exp27ri (ax  +  f3y + j t ) ,  a ,/3 , 7 G Z , appears in the sum m and H K for which a X *  +
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/3F* £ O n , we have th a t the 7r-prim ary sum m ands T, together with the constant 
functions, form  a complete set of orthonorm al subspaces in L 2(TH,k\SH,k)  
{L*(rR,p \SR ,p)}.
2. We define
PWi : L 2(rH ,P\ ^ , p )  —  EWi 
to  be the orthogonal projection of L 2(TRtP\ S R fP) onto H n i . We have for
/  £ -L2(l R,p \ S r p^) ,
p-1
F ^ ( / ) ( r fiiP(t,® ,y)) =  ^ / ( t , - , - ) A(<Tp ( 7V)At)x ^(N )A i(0 ,x ,y )  (0.35)
N = 0
where / ( t ,  •, -)A is the s tandard  Fourier transform  in the variables x  and y  for fixed 
t (note th a t for fixed t ,  Pirif ( t , x , y )  is a function on ( N  fl Tr iP\ N )  =  T 2 ).
L e m m a  0 .4 . Suppose f  is continuous on Then Pnif  = L f  for some
continuous f  in M ( \ i ) .
P ro o f .  We need to dem onstrate a continuous function /  € M (Aj) such th a t
L f  = P * J .
Let
f ( i , x , y )  = f ( t , . , . ) A( \ i )Xxi . (0.36)
To see th a t L f  = Pnif , we m ust dem onstrate
1. T ha t /  € M ( \ { )  and /  is continuous in (t , x , y );
2. T h a t /((< +  fc), <Tp(k ) (x ,y ) )  =  / ( < , . , •)A(<Tp(fc)*i)Xcr;(fc)A<(®,</); ie. the fcth 
term s in each sum are identical. By definition,
f ( t  + k, crp(k )(x ,y ) )  = f ( t  + k , - , - )A( \ i ) x Xt(<rp(k)(x ,y )) .  (0.37)
Since Xa*(k) \ ,(*>!/) =  XAi(orp (^ )(* ,y )), to dem onstrate part 2 we need only show 
th a t
/ ( ( (  +  *), ■, -)A(Ai) = f ( t , ;  •)A( ff; ( * ) A i ). (0.38)
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By definition,
M  + k ) , ; - r ( K )  = f ( t  + k , ; - ) A(K )
f  (0.39)
=  /  f { t  + k , x , y ) x \ i { x , y ) d x  dy.
JN nrR,p\N
Since /  is continuous on M jriP and is therefore left r # p -invariant, we have
/  f ( i  +  k , x , y ) x x.dx dy
JNnrRlP\N
= f(i,<rP( - k ) ( x , y ) x Xt(x ,y )d x  dy
JNnTR,p\N
=  /  f { i ^ ^ y ) X x i {<Tp(k )(x ^y)) \ ieiorp{f«)\dxdy
JNnrR,p\N
=  /  f ( i , x , y ) x * * ( k ) \ i ( x , y )d x d y
JNnrR,p\N
f  has the desired left- M p -invariance, and is therefore in M (X {); since /  itself is 
continuous in t, f ( t ,  •, •)A(Aj) is continuous in t and therefore /  is a continuous 
function in M ( A,). This completes the proof of Lemma 0.4.
C H A P T E R  1
C O N V E R G E N C E  T H E O R E M S  O N  SO L V M A N IF O L D S  
§1.1. Fejer th eo rem s on  com p act so lvm an ifo ld s
Throughout this section, we will utilize circular coordinates for M Rti, i =  
1, 2 ,3 ,4 ,6 , as they are described in section 0 .2 .
F irst we prove the following:
T h eo rem  1.1 . Let P \  : L 2( M Rii ) — > be orthogonal projection onto ,
given by the bounded Borel measure <j\ . Then there exists a sequence o f  operators 
Sn : L 2( M Rti)  — ► L 2( M Rii ) ,  where
S n =  ^  <*A,n G C (1.1)
such that
(i) the sum in (1.1) is finite for all n
(ii) for all f  € C ( M Rti ) ,  we have S nf  — * f  uniformly  a s n - > o o .
P ro o f. Let be a compactly supported, C °° , rotation-invariant approx­
im ate identity on N , the nilradical of S R}{ . Let D  be a fundam ental domain of 
-W H r R, i \ N  =  T 2 containing the identity of N  as an interior point; we choose the 
hk so th a t their supports are contained inside Z), and so th a t for each e > 0, there 
exists a  k  € N  such th a t if N  > k ,  the support of h n  is contained in an e-ball 
around the origin in N  .
Since each hk is C ° ° , we have
<f>R,k = ^ 2  h k{N1, N 2)exp2rr i(N1x 1 + N 2y2) (1.2)
| ( J VXlJVa ) | < H
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converging uniformly to h k as R  —> oo. Note also th a t since h k is rotation- 
independent, hk{Nu N 2) =  hk (M i ,  M 2 ) if IVf +  =  M j +  M f , and th a t the sum
is over a nonstandard  lattice.
Define <f>k =  4>Rk,k for each k  so that
ll f^c — hfc||oo <  1/fc in N  fl r flti\JV, for each fc 6 N .
Now let /  : Mr,* — ► C  be a continuous function on M r ^ , so th a t in particular 
f t ( x , y )  =  f ( t , x , y )  is continuous on the 2-torus lV nrfl,i\JV . Recall th a t N H T r ^ N  
may be a nonstandard  torus; N  is coordinatized so th a t R  acts on R 2 as a 1- 
param eter group of rotations.
We define the function
f t *  4>k{x,y) =  /  f t ( x  -  x ' , y  -  y')<frk(x',y, )dx'dy'
J N n r R ' i \ N
where the ( x ' , y f) range over a fundam ental domain for N  H T r ^ N  .
We wish to  show th a t f t * <f>k(x,y) converges uniformly to f t for each t and, 
in fact, th a t f t * <f>k(x,y) — ► f t ( x , y )  =  f ( t , x , y )  in the sup norm  on M r , j .
F irst consider sup |f t — f t * h k\. This is
T R , i ( t , x , y ) € M R , i
sup If t ( x , y )  -  JNnTRi.\N f i (x '  -  x ,y '  -  y )h k{x ' ,y ' )d{x ' ,y ' )  =  
supI J N n r R ^ N ^ f ^ ^ y ) ^ ^ ^ 1 ~ x ^ y ' - y ) ] h k(x ' ,y ' )d (x ' ,y ' ) \ .  Since M Rii is compact, 
f t { x , y )  is uniformly continuous in ( t , x , y ) .  Let k be so large th a t |f t ( x ,y )  -  
f t (x'  — x , y '  — y)| < e /2  on supp {&*,}. Then clearly
sup | /  [/«(*»y) -  f t i x> -  x ,y '  -
JNnrR,i\N
=  e / 2.
On the other hand,
r«.
<
sup \ f t * h k -  f t  * <j>k \ <  sup | | / t | | o o | | ^ f c  -  <t>kh on T 2
=  s u p | / ( ( , x , j / ) | | | f c t  -  0 f c | | ,
<  l l / M / * -
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Thus if k is large enough, this term  can also be m ade less than  e /2 , so th a t 
f t  * <j>k — ► f t  uniformly in the sup norm  on M r,, as desired.
Define =  h k( N u N 2) if N 2 + N% =  A2 . This is well defined since hk was 
initially rotation-invariant, and therefore h k(N i ,  N 2 ) =  h k( M i , M 2 ) if N 2 +  7V| =  
m j+ m j .  Then we claim th a t, if we define S n as in (1.1), we have S nf ( T i ( t , x , y ) )  = 
f t  * which as we have seen converges uniformly on Mr,* to / .  This is
clear, since
f t  * 4>k(x,y) = ^ 2  h k(N 1, N 2 ) f t { N 1, N 2)xN l ,N3{x,y)
\(Ni,N,)\<Rk 
S  a ^ , k f { i , - i T ( N l i N 2 )XN1,N2(x ^y) (1.3) 
\{NuNa)\<Rk
= a ^ k P \ f { t , x , y ) .
\<Rk
This completes the proof of theorem  1.1.
The question of whether a similar Fejer theorem  exists for L 2{Mn,k)  arises. 
Theorem  1.4 dem onstrates th a t no such theorem  exists.
L e m m a  1.2 . ( [Rul], theorem  3.4.3). Suppose p  is a bounded Borel measure on 
T 2 , and p  (the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of  p )  has finite range A  = {Ai  £ C  : 
i £ l , . . . , n } .  Then there are idempotent  m easures pi ,  v £ l , . . . , n ,  such that 
p = A \ p \  + . . .  +  A np n .
N
Suppose th a t S  = , a bounded operator in L 2 , maps C{Mu,k)  to
1 = 1
itself. Since each P \ 4 is an orthogonal projection of L 2{Mu,k)  onto a right S n - 
invariant subspace of L 2(M H,k), g • { P \ i f )  = -Pa.(g  • / ) ,  and so g • (S f ) = S ( g • / )  
since S  is a finite sum of jPA. . If S  preserves continuity then by the closed graph 
theorem  S  : ) — > C ( M n ,k ) is bounded in the sup-norm  ([R il]). If we
define So : C (M n ,k ) — ► C  by So( f)  — S f ( T^e), then So is a continuous linear 
functional on C (M n ,k ) with the sup-norm, and so by the Riesz-M arkov-Kakutani
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theorem , there is a  bounded T-biinvariant m easure a a on Mjj,k such th a t
S o f  =  f  f  da,.  (1.4)
•f MHik
Since S  is right S n -invariant, we have
S f ( T g )  = S 0(g ■ / )
and so the m easure <rt determ ines the m ap S .
If we realize the Mn,k  so th a t the subgroup T* of Sn,k  has integral coordinates 
in S'n.fcj then (from §5 in [Ri 1];
1. There exist one-param eter subgroups d\,d.2 ,dz in Su,k  such th a t Sn,k = 
d i(R )d 2(H )d3( R ) , and c?2(R )d 3(R ) =  IV is abelian and norm al in Su,k  •
2. Tfc =  d i(Z )d 2(Z )d3( Z ) , so th a t F  =  d i([0 , 1 )c?2 [0, l)d s [0 ,1) is a  fundam ental 
dom ain for Mn,k •
We identity F  w ith [0,1) x [0,1) x [0,1) via the m ap 
(®i,®2»®3) ^  d i ( x 1)d2 ( z 2 )d3 ( x 3) . Note th a t carries Borel sets to Borel sets,
and so gives rise to  an isom etry
L 2( T 3) — , L \ M „ , k)
and a  m ap p  — > p p  carrying Borel measures on M n,k  to Borel m easures on T 3 .
L e m m a  1.3. Suppose crs corresponds to the m ap S . Then there is a bounded  
Borel m easure a' on N  CI r* .\iV  such that <ra =  <t ' x  8o , where 8o is the unit map  
at the identity o f  d i(R )  =  e x p R T .
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  1.3. Let <f>(m,n,p) £ L 2(Mn,k)  be such th a t
o =  exp 2iri[mt + nx  + p y ).
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By Cor 3.5 in [Ri 1], a s F( m ,n , p )  = S(<£(m,n,p))(0). We see th a t
S(<l>(m,n,p))(d3 ( y ) d 2 { x ) d 1( t ) )  = exp(27rimt)S(<f>{0,n,P) ( d 3 ( y ) d 2 ( x ) d 1( t ) )  alm ost ev­
erywhere, since S  is a  finite sum  of P \ , which behave like So in  the t -variable. 
Theorem  3.6 in [Ril] then implies th a t if
S ty m ;n ,p )W 0)da(0)d i(0)) ^  S<f>{o,n ,p)(dz(0)di(0)di(0))
then 5,(0(m.in)p)) and e27rtmt5(<^(o,n,p)) m ust differ on a  set of positive m easure, so 
th a t we have <75^ (772, n ,p )  = v s F{Q,n,p) - Thus cfsF is independent of m , and 
so <tsf (and hence a p )  may be decomposed into a cartesian product measure 
<ra = <r' x <r0 as required. This completes the proof of Lemm a D.
If (0 ,m ,p )  is in the Ad*-orbit of irn , 0 Vn, then 5,^ (o)m)P)(d3(0)d2(0)dJ(0)) =
E  ai-PAi0<o,mlP)(<*3(O)d2(O)<I|(O)) =  a iv i7Ai^(olm,p)(d3(0)d2(0)d1(0)) =
i= 1
« 7V^(o,m,p)(^3(0)d2(0)d i(0)) =  1 - a n , since <£(o,m,P) is in the 7rn -prim ary summ and. 
Therefore for all (0 ,m ,p ) G 0 ^ n .
<r'p(0, m ,p )  =  a n , so d'F has finite range.
By Lemma C, then, we have
k
& — ^   ^a iPii 
1 = 1
where the pi are idem potent measures. But the supports of each pi  do not lie in
the coset ring of (N  D T*.\iV)A , a contradiction ([R ul]). This proves the following:
k
T h e o re m  1.4. Let S  : L 2(Mjj ,k ) — ► L 2(Mn,k)  he o f  the form S  = E  a iP\i > o^r
i=l
some set { P ^  }*Lj on orthogonal projections onto primary summands.
Then there exists f  G C { M j i tk) such that S f  is not continuous; therefore S  
does not preserve continuity.
Thus there exists no Fejer theorem  on Mh,*.; Le., there is no sequence of 
operators
M
hn — ^   ^&n,kPnn<K , U G N .
fc=l
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such th a t S n preserves continuity of functions in L 2( M n ,k ) , and such th a t for each 
continuous / ,  S nf  converges uniformly to / .
§1.2. A  S id o n  th e o re m  fo r p r im a r y  s u m m a n d  fu n c tio n s  in  H* C L 2(MH,k)-
Theorem  1.3 is an adaptation  of Sidon’s theorem  on absolute convergence of
lacunary Fourier series (see [Zyg], Thm . 6.6.1).
Suppose S h ,Ic =  R  oc R 2 is coordinatized so th a t R  acts on R 2 via the
A*1-param eter subgroup <th(0  = Then the coadjoint orbits will be
“hyperbolic cylinders” , satu rated  in the i -direction, given by the equations
xy  = tc, k £ R . (2.1)
Let 7r £ {TH<k\ S H'k)A be an infinite-dimensional representation. Let 
Pn : L 2(TH'k\SH,k)  — * L 2( r Hyk\ S H,k) be the orthogonal projection onto the n-  
prim ary sum m and of L 2 ; Pn does not preserve continuity of functions [R il]. Let 
(a , /?) be a fixed lattice point in the coadjoint orbit O m, lying in the plane RX * 4- 
R F * , noting th a t with the chosen coordinatization of S h , \ ,  the torus N  H T \ \ N  
will be a  nonstandard  torus, and so (a , (3) £ O * satisfying X(a,/3 ) { ^ ^ H , k )  =  1 will 
not have integer coordinates. We will call the set of ( a 1 ,f3') satisfying X(a',/3 ' ){N D 
T/f.fe) =  1 the lattice C* .
Let m ul(7r) be the m ultiplicity of 7r in the ir-prim ary sum m and. Let T  =  
be a set in [0,1) such th a t (a ; ,/? ,) =  cr(ti)(a, f3) are representatives of 
the complete set of disjoint Tn.fe -orbits in £* D O-n.
Let {pi}iGZ+ be the sequence of positive numbers of the form n + (ti £
T, n  £ Z ), arranged in increasing order; pi < p i+1. Let {g;};ez+ be the sequence 
of negative num bers of th a t form, with ^ + i < g*. Note th a t {pi}iez+ U {qi}iez+ 
is a discrete set in R ,  and th a t q =  m in{|pj+1 - p f|, |qi+1 - q i |}  >  0. Note also th a t
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since A > 1, A9 > 1. Let Pn be orthogonal projection onto a  n -prim ary sum m and 
H n .
T h e o re m  1.3 . Suppose f  e  Pn(L2{TH,k\SH\k)), *  € (TH,k\SH,k)^o • I f  f  is in 
L ° ° ( rH,k\SH,k)  > then for almost all fixed t  = to , we have
=  / + ( * o , * , y )
=  X /(< o ,-,-)AK p t)(o ,/? ))x < y(PiK«,/3)(:c5y)
t € Z +
and
f t 0(x iy) = f  (*o,*,y)
=  X! / ( <0’ -»-)A(<T(9 i)(« ^ ))X a(p i)(a,/3)(*,y) ^2'2^
iG Z -
absolutely and uniformly convergent to f +( to ,x ,y )  and f ~ ( t o , x , y ) ,  where / + +  
/ -  = / •
P ro o f. First we make a few simplifying assum ptions. We suppose w ithout loss of 
generality th a t n* D O n is a first quadrant curve; and we may discard finitely many 
term s in (2.1) and (2.2) w ithout affecting the result.
A sequence {Aj}jeN of positive real num bers is said to  be lacunary if A;+ i/A j > 
p  for some real p > 1 , for all i .
L e m m a  1.4. The sequence {||<T(Pt)(a,/?)||}i>N o f  norms is lacunary for N  large 
enough.
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  1.4 . we have
\\*(Pi+1)(q,(3)\\2 _  A2P,'+1a 2 +  \ ~ 2Pi+l (32 
\\<T{Pi){a,f3)\\2 A2P*a2 +  \ ~ 2P'f32
A2P’ + 1a 2>  ------ _-------_-------- (2.3
~  A2p a 2 +  A- 2P-/?2 k ’
X 2Pl + l a 2
y V f  i  1 1S ge enoug
This last term  is j^ /X aP ^a  • Since l/A 2P*o:2 — ► 0 as i —► oo, we have, for some 
P ^   ^ >  p 2 > 1 (since |Pj+i — Pi\ is bounded away from zero).
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Thus for large enough io we have > fi > 1 for some constant
fi, i > io . This finishes the proof of Lemma 2.2. Note th a t the same argum ent 
shows th a t ||<r(gj)(a,/?)|| is lacunary, for large enough j  > jo- We begin by dis­
carding those term s f ( t 0, •, •)A(<r(pi )(a ,/?)) and f ( t 0, •, -)A(a(qj)(a, f3)) for which 
i < i o , j < j o -
Note also th a t the line x =  y  bisects the first quadrant in n * . Since 
0 -,r fin* is a  1st quadrant hyperbola, there is an i' such th a t the  sets {<r(<7{)(<*,/?)} 
and  {<r(pi)(a,(3)} are on opposite sides of this line if i > i ' . We discard also those 
term s for which i < V .
Let r £ Z + , and let s £ { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  r — 1} be fixed. We define
where {£{}•_., are complex numbers of modulus 1, and Xcr(pfcr+1)(a,/3) =
exp 27ri(<T(Pkr+s)(oc,/3))(x,y). If we define #(£;) £ R  so th a t e2nt0(ei) = then
£kX*(Pkr+.)(a,p) =  exp 2ni(a(Pkr+3)(« ,/?) +  B(£ i)). (2.5)
Thus we have
-  1 +  cos[2?r<r(Pkr+3)(a ,(3)(x ,y)  + 0(£ij\ > 0.
Therefore, |P ^ ( a : ,2/)| =  P^3\ x , y )  for each i , s .  Assume for now th a t e* =  1 for 
all i .  M ultiplying out gives the expression
1 ^ .
O /  JOCcr(PkrA.,)(a,l3) +  X-a(Pkr + , )(a,/3)] 
k- 1
1 = 1
(2.7)
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W hen m ultiplied out these term s yield expressions of two types.
For each subset {n.*. >  rik-i  >  . . .  >  raj} of the set { 1 , . . .  , f } , we have a term  
of the type
( 2 ) fcX[a(Pnfcr+J)(a,/3)±...±a(Pnir + .)(a,/3)] (2.8)
and one of the type
( 2 ) fc^ [ - ^ ( ^ fcr + .)(a,/3)±...±<r(Pnir + .)(a,/3)] (2.9)
Note th a t the signs of the leading (n j.)-term s differ. Note also th a t each term
±<r(jPnfcr4.a)(a ,/? ) ±  . . .  ±cr(Pnir+s) (a ,0 )  is in C* , the lattice subgroup of n* dual
to  £  =  T H,k n  N \ N , and th a t X(a,p) J- X(aa,/J2) if (<*i,/?i) ^  (« 2 ,& )-
L e m m a  1 .5 . Let {rik >  . . .  > n j}  be a subset o f  {1 . For r large enough
(and depending only upon p ) we have
*(Pnk r+s)(Q:>/5) i  . . .  i  cr(Pnir+3)(a,/3) — <r(^)(o:,/?), t E Z,
if  and oniy i f  k = 1 and Pnir+8 = Pt .
P ro o f .  F irst we prove 2 facts.
1. There exists s >  0 such that the intervals (||<r(Pi)(a,/3)|| • (1 — e), 
||<r(jFt)(a:,/?)||(l +  e)) are disjoint in R ,  for all i .
If we choose e <  , then
<1 + 0  (210)
(1 -  E) M '
Thus we have
lk (^ t) (Q>/5 )il(1 +  e) < lk (^ t+ i)(a » ^ ) ll( l  -  e), proving 1.
2. R  may be chosen large enough so th a t
||<T(P„i,,.+ ,)(a ,/3 )  ±  . . .  ±  <7(Pn i, + ,,) (a ,0 ) || 6 ( ||<r(Pn. .+  »)(<*!/3)||(1 -  e),
M P nhr+, ) ( a , 0 ) \ \ ( l + e ) ) .
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We pick r  large enough th a t
< 2 - n >
then we have
||<r(P„,r+ ,)(c ,/3 ) || -  . . .  -  H P „ „ . + .)(a ,/3 ) ||
<  IK-Pn.H.aXa./JJII ±  ±  ||<r(P„ir+ .) ( a .0 ) | |  (2.12)
<  M P „ lir+. ) ( « >/9)|| +  . . .  +  |k ( P „ , r+ .)(a ,/3 ) ||.
Since by lacunarity we have
| |< r ( ^ „ +.)(a ,/3 ) || > „ < " ‘ - ’“ )’-||<r(P„ir+ .)(o ,j9 ) ||> (2.13)
and since n k — tii >  k — i,  we can sta te  th a t
M f ^ . j K f t l K i  - n -  - ^  - . . .  -  /x -‘ r )
<  M P „ „ .+ . ) ( a ,« l l  ± . . . ±  |k ( P „ ir+ , ) ( a ,/3)|| (2.14)
<  ||ff(Pn, r+ ,) (a ,/9 ) ||( l  +  p ~ r +
Since 1 — f i~r — . . .  — /.i~ kr > 5 an(i 1 +  f i~r -f . . .  +  iikr <  ^ z y  , wa have the
desired result for Claim 2.
We proceed to finish the proof of Lemma 1.5. By Claim 1, we have th a t
a {Pnkr+s){<x,l3)±- • .±«T(i?n1r+a)(a,/3) ^  (r(Pt )(a,f3) if t ^  n kr + s .  If t =  n fcr  +  «,
this implies th a t ±<r(Pnit_ir+3)(a, /3) ±  . . .  ±  o-(Pnir+3) (a ,0 )  =  0 , an impossibility, 
by Claim 2, unless k =  1 and Pt =  Pnir+3.
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.5.
L em m a 1.6.
^(-Pnfcr+a )(<*,/?) ±  . . . ±  <r(Pni r+a )(« , /?) ^  o{qj )(a , (3)
for any qj < 0 .
P ro o f .  The m ain idea is as follows; if
v{Pnkr+s)(« ,/?) ±  . . .  ±  <r(Pnir+3)(a,/3) = cr(qj)(a,/3) for some j , then
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\\<r(Pnkr+,)(a ,P) -  <r(9 i)(<*,/?)|| =  ||(r{Pnkr+a)(oc,(3) -  <r(Pnhr+9){a,(3) ±  . . .  
±<r(Pn ir4.a(a ,/? ) || m ust be greater than  the minim al distance from <r(Pnfcr+ a)(a,/?) 
to  the line y = x ,  since <x(PnfcT.+a) ( a , /?) and <r(qj)(a,/3) lie on opposite sides of 
y  =  x .
We show th a t for R  large enough this condition cannot hold.
The minim al distance from er(Pnfcr+a)(a ,/?) to the line y  =  x  is 
|^ 2(Pnfcr+a)a  _  ^ - 2(P„fcr+>)^ |  ^ ag js easjjy verified.
Let M  =  inf | |( a ,6) ||. This is positive since C* is discrete.
(a,i)e£*nO,
Let R  be large enough so th a t — > 2( -&_1 )2 ; clearly R  may be chosen
. Since y 2R < ||!!(pnfc*i^+)J)(a ^ V  ’ and ^  > ’ We haVeso
\<T(Pnkr+3)(a,/3)\\2 - 2 a / 3  2R 2 a/3 y R
- # > 2f e » 2' <2' 15>r  M 2 >
Since ||<T(Pnfcr+a) (a ,/?)||2 — 2a/? =  |APw*n+sa  — A~Pnfc,'+ '/? |2 we have (from 2.15) 
th a t
i | A p" . '+ -a  -  \ ~ Pn* '+‘/3\ >  ||ff( P „ , . |r+ J )(a , /9 ) | | ( - - ^ l _ )
>  ]^ (P n ir+ , ) ( a , / 9 ) ± . . . ± ^ ( P „ ir+ , ) ( a , /3)|| (2-16)
=  lk ( p nfcr+s)(a ,/?) -  a(q j )(a ,/? )||,
a  contradiction. This concludes Lemma 1.6.
We have dem onstrated thus far th a t
A:<7(Pnfcr + J)(^,/3)±...±cr(Pnir + J)(a,j3)J-XCr(Pi )(a,/3) (2 -1 7 )
unless k =  1 and Pi — Pnkr+S, and also that
Xv(PnkT + ,)(ai,l3)±---±cr(Pn1T + ,)(at,l3)± Xer(qi )(a,(3)
for all qi under consideration.
(2.18)
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We next examine term s appearing in of the form (2.9), i..e
X-cr(P„fcr + 1,)(a,j3)±...±CT(Pnir + ,)(o(./3)
since (a, /3) and therefore er(Pnfcr+a)(a ,/?) are first quadran t points, the leading 
term  — <r(PnfcT,+a)(a:,/?) is a  th ird  quadrant point.
L e m m a  1.7 . For R  large enough, and dependent only upon
p, —(r(Pnkr+3) (a , (3) ±  . . .  ±  <r(PniT.+a)(a ,/?) cannot be a first quadrant point and 
so cannot be in O n H C* .
P ro o f .  Suppose (c*',/?') =  -c r(P nfcr+a)(a,/3) ±  . . .  ±  cr(Pnir+8)(ot,(3) is in the first 
quadrant. Then the distance from (a ',/? ')  to the point
— <r(Pnkr+s)(ot,[3) m ust exceed ||o-(Pnfcr+a) (a ,/? ) ||, the m inim um  distance from 
—«r(Pnfcr+a)(o:,/3) to  the first quadrant. Note th a t
For such points (a, b), the m inim um  distance to the first quadrant is ||(a, 6)||.
| |( a ', /3 ') - ( -« T ( P nfcr+a) (a ,^ ) ) ||
=  || ±  <r(P nii_ir+ a)(a ,/?) ±  . . .  ±  cr(Pnir+a)(ct,/?)||
(2.19)
p u  — 1
Since rtk — n *._1 >  1, we have
If piiZi <  ^ < 1, then we see th a t cannot possibly be a  first quadrant
point, proving Lemma 1.7.
Referring to Lemmas 1.5-1.7 arid to expressions 2.7-2.9, we see th a t the only 
term s in P ^  th a t are not orthogonal to the function f t 0{ x , y ) are the term s
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if R  is chosen large enough (here we drop the assum ption th a t a  — 1 for all i.)
Let Ajr+s = f ( to ,  •>')A(<r(-Pjr+e)(a,ft)) C n C . Let £j be such th a t £ j -A jr+t = 
\Ajr+a\. Recall from (2.4) th a t \P^a\ x , y ) \  = P \ a\ x , y ) .  We have on the one hand 
th a t for almost all t 0 ,
I f  f { t o , x , y ) p \ a){x ,y )dxdy \  < H/Hoo f  P[a){x ,y )dx  dy 
J t * J  T3 (2.22)
<  .
since I t  2 \  x , y )d x  dy =  JT3 d x d y  = 1.
On the other hand,
/ f ( t o , x , y ) P (es){ x , y ) d x d y =  / ( t 0,* ,y )  T ]  ^X<r(PiT + ,)(a,/3) 
Jt*  J t 2 TTj 1
j   ^ ^
=  7y ^  > \ Ajr+s |-
(2.23)
Since for all i we have
i
< 2 | | / |U ,  (2.24)
3=1
by summing (2.24) over all values of s from 0 through r — 1, we have th a t
E  i^ i= E
j e  z+ j€ z+ (2.25)
<  2r | | / | | 00, for almost all to-
This shows th a t over one leg of the hyperbola O n , the function f to converges
absolutely and uniformly; clearly the same proof may be used to show th a t for
alm ost all to ,
E  !/(*•• •> • » (« ,• ) (« , /? ) ) !  <  2r | | / | | 00. (2.26)
j€  Z +
This completes the proof of Theorem  1.3.
C orollary  1 .8 . Suppose tv e  H, k \S h ,k)& i ajlc* that f  G L 2(THtk\ S H,k) is con­
tinuous on r H,k\S H,k- ^  P * f  is L°° ,  then Pnf  is continuous.
P ro o f. Let R  =  { (t,0 ,0 ) G Sn,k • i € R }- Then R  is a subgroup of Sn,k •
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Suppose /  £ L 2(TH,k\SH,k)  is continuous. Then for (a ,/? ) £ £ * , we have
= /  f ( t , x , y ) x - ( a,(3 ) ( x , y )d x d y
J t 2
continuous on R .
If P„-/ is in L ° ° , then by Theorem  1.3,
Y ,  | / ( ( , - , - ) AK « l < ^ l l / I U  (2.27)
(a,/3)6C»wn>C*
where K  is a  constant depending on the lacunary constant fx.
Since the inequality is independent of t ,  we have th a t
P « f  = X  /(*>•> •)A(«>/?)X-(a,/3)(z,y) (2-28)
(a,j3)60,n£*
is the uniformly convergent sum  of functions continuous on S'n.fc • Since Pnf  also 
possesses left VH<k-invariance, P ^ f e C ( T H ,k \ S H , k ) -
C o ro lla ry  1.9. There exists f , continuous on M h ^ , such that P ^ f  is essentially 
unbounded.
P ro o f . Example 5.3 in [Ril] shows th a t for each orthogonal projection Pn , there 
m ust exist an /  £ C {M n ,k ) such th a t Pnf  is not continuous. By Theorem  1.3, 
however, P „ f  m ust then be essentially unbounded.
C o ro lla ry  1 .1 0 . I f  f  £ P-k{L2(Tn ,k \SH ,k )) is L ° ° , then for a.e. f ixed t0 we have 
that
/(* 0, v ) :  J v n r Hlfc\JV — c  
is a continuous function on N  f t  TH ,k \N  = T 2 .
P ro o f .  By Theorem l.3, we have th a t for /  £ P-n(L2(THtk\SH,k)) essentially 
bounded, the inequality in (2.27) holds, for a.a. t 0 .
Thus for a.a. fixed t 0 ,
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is a uniformly convergent sum  of functions th a t are continuous on N  n T n , k \ N ,  
and so is itself continuous on N  fl T n yk \ N .
S E C T IO N  2
ZER O S O F F U N C T IO N S  O N  SO L V M A N IF O L D S
§2.1. Zeros o f  con tin u ou s fu n ctio n s in  H n o f  a com p act n ilm anifo ld
T h eo rem  2 .0 . Let N  be a nilpotent Lie group with cocompact discrete subgroup 
r ,  F \ N  not isomorphic to T n for any n  £  N . I f  f  is a continuous function in 
Hu C L2(r\iV) for tv £ (F \N )£0 , then f  has at least one zero on T \ N .
P ro o f. We proceed by induction on dim iV.
We begin with dim N  =  3 , where the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group H 3 is the 
only example of a nilpotent group with quotient manifolds th a t are not isomorphic 
to T 3 . Theorem  2.1 for this case was proved by L. Auslander and R. Tolimieri in 
([A-T], Thm . II.2.).
L em m a 2.1 . Let  T' be a uniform subgroup of  H 3 . Then i f  T =  {(p , m , n ) € H 3 : 
p , m , n  € z>, r  contains a subgroup isomorphic to F , and its index in T' is Unite.
This lemma follows im m ediately from the results of A. I. Malcev in [Mai].
We are given T \ N  com pact, and the map
$  : L2(r'\7V) — ► L 2{ T \N )
defined by $ f ( F x )  =  f ( F ' x ) is a  well-defined, N -equi^variant isom etry of L2(r'\iV) 
with its image in L2(r\iV).
Suppose tv € ( F ' \ N ) ^  and th a t /  is a continuous function in H n C L2(r'\A ^).
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Then $ /  is continuous in L 2( T \ N ) .  Since $  is an N  -equivariant isometry, 
$(!!„)  is contained in the 7r-primary sum m and of L 2( T \ N ) .  By Theorem  II.2 in 
[A-T], then , $ /  m ust have a zero. This completes the first step of the induction.
Suppose th a t the Lie algebra center z ( n ) has a nontrivial subspace on which 
Att is zero, where the character Xa„ induces to 7r ; then k  — z(n) fi kerA^ is a 
nonzero, rational subspace of n ,  and if K  =  e x p k , then functions in H n are K -  
invariant. Therefore tt is actually a representation of a lower dimensional group 
N  =  N / K , H n may be im bedded in L 2( F \ N )  where T is the image in N  of T, 
and thus continuous functions in m ust have zeros by the induction hypothesis.
Therefore we suppose th a t z(n)  is 1-dimensional, and th a t x w inducing ir is 
nontrivial on z ( n ) .
Suppose { X \ , . . . ,  X n} is a strong Malcev basis through z (n ), such th a t z ( n ) =  
RATn , and such th a t
T =  exp Z • X n • exp ZArn_j • • • exp Z X \ . (2-1)
(see [C-G], Thm . V .I.6.).
Suppose F  is a continuous, nonvanishing function in H n . Then 
F ( x i , . . .  , x n ) — exp27rip xnF ( x i , . . .  ,a?n_ i ,0 ) ,  since 7r € ( r \ A ’)A, p E Z . Consider 
the  function
n t ~  _ \ _  F ( x i , ■ • ■, x n )G -(X ],..., x n ) — .
|F (® i, . . . ,  ®n )|
This function is continuous and nonvanishing on T \ N , and possesses the same 
Z ( N )-covariance as F . Let Tp be defined as follows;
Z
r p =  exp —X n ■ exp ZA'n_i • exp Z A n_ 2 • • • exp Z X j. (2.2)
P
Since F  is left Tp -invariant, so is G , and both  are defined on r p\7V; note Tp is 
uniform  in N , since T C Tp . Let
fi : N  — ► Z ( N ) \ N
be the n atu ra l m ap, and let N ,  Tp be the images of N  and Tp under p.
Define
f t  : Tp\ N  — ♦ f  p\ N  x T  by
(2.3)
r ' p ( ® l ?  • • • i  x n)  1 * ( r p ( * l  i  • • • t * n — 1) ?  G ( x i ,  • • • ,  ® n ) ) -
Then f t  is continuous on Tp\ N  since G is; it is 1 — 1 since G  takes on the value 
1 exactly once on every fiber over r p \iV. f t  is clearly onto, and since TP\ N  is 
com pact, fi is a homeomorphism of YP\ N  and Tp\ N  x T  (note: TP\ N  is compact 
since Z ( N )  is a rational subgroup).
However, if Tp is a fc-step nilpotent group, then Tp x Z is a k — 1-step nilpo­
ten t group (recall th a t Tp is not actually abelian). Therefore, since these groups 
are respectively the fundam ental groups of r p\iV and r p\iV x T , w e  have a con­
tradiction.
§2.2. H o m o to p y  c lasses  o f  fu n c tio n s  o n  so lv m a n ifo ld s
In section 2.3 we use homotopy classes of functions from solvmanifolds to  the 
circle to  show th a t ir-prim ary sum m and functions which are continuous m ust have 
zeros.
In this section, we dem onstrate th a t functions nonvanishing on the solvmani­
folds M RiP, p =  2 ,3 , and Mn,k  for all k > 2 , m ust be nullhomotopic on 2-torus 
fibers of the bundles M r,p — > T  and Mn,k  — * T ,  where T  is the circle group. 
(Note: this is also true of the bundles M r <p, p = 4 and 6, bu t this fact is not used 
in section 2.3).
We consider first the solvmanifolds M r <p , p — 2 ,3 .
T h e o re m  2 .2 . For the manifolds M r <p, p =  2 ,3 , the functions f p : M r iP — > 
T  defined by f p(Tp( t , x , y)) =  e2nii are continuous and generate the groups of  
homotopy classes o f  functions from M r <p to T .
P ro o f. We first state a few relevant facts. ([G-H]).
Denote by [M,T] the set of homotopy equivalence classes of continuous functions 
from M  to  T .
1. For all solvmanifolds under consideration, we have th a t H i (M )  =  [M , T ] 
via the m ap
* :[M. T] —+
(2.9)
/  i— > /*(u>)
where a? is a generating cocycle in H*{T) ,  and /*(u>) is the class in H 1(M )  of the 
cocycle a which satisfies
*(7 ) =  <*>(/ 0 7 ) (2.10)
for all 1-simplices 7 .
2. For all solvmanifolds under consideration, we have H 1(M )  =
Hom(fT] (M),  Z) via the isomorphism
q : H l {M)  — ► H om (fT i(M ),Z); a(<r) =  cr (2.11)
where for a cycle 7 E H i( M ) ,  cf("f) = [<7, 7 ]-
This follows from the existence of the exact sequence
0 — » E x tz ( tfn_ i(M ) ,Z )  — ► H n(M ) ^  R o m (H n (M),  Z) — f 0
for all n  E Z + (Universal Coefficient Theorem). H o ( M ) is always a projective 
Z-m odule, and so E x t z ( H o ( M ), Z) is zero. Therefore a  is an isomorphism.
We begin by dem onstrating that for M RtP,p  — 2 ,3 , we have H 1(M r iP) =  Z ,
generated by the cocycle Aj for which Aj(7 i)  =  1 (here 71 is the 1-simplex i E
[0,1) — > r p(f,0,0)).  We also define the simplices
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and note th a t 71,72 and 73 generate the group 7Ti(MriP). Furtherm ore, 7Ti(Mr)P) 
is isom orphic to  Tp .
C a se  1: # i (M r )2) =  Z • 71 ® Z 2 ■ 72 © Z 2 • 73 •
This follows from the fact th a t [tt^ M r ^ jTt^ M r ^)] is generated by the ele­
m ents 7 ! and 73 in ^ ( M r ^ ) .
C ase  2 : = Z • ® Z3 • 72.
Here we use the fact th a t [7Ti (M r )3), tt^ M r ^)] is generated in ^ i ( M r ^ )  by 
the  elements 7273 and 7 I .
We now com pute H 1(M RtP), p = 2 , 3 , using the fact th a t H 1(M R fP) =  
H om (tfi (M r, p) ,Z ) .
C a se  1 . H 1( M r )2) =  H om (Z -71 ® Z 2-72® Z -73,Z) =  H om (Z -7i, Z) =  Z -A i, 
where Ai is the cocycle in H ' ^ M r j )  satisfying Ai(7 i)  =  1, Ai(72) =  Ai(73) =  0 .
C a se  2 . ( M r }s ) =  Hom(Z • 71 ® Z3 • 72, Z) =  Hom(Z • 71, Z) =  Z • A i, 
where Aj is the cocycle in M r i3 satisfying A i(7i) =  1, .^1(72) =  ^1(73) =  0.
Finally, if we suppose th a t u> is any cocycle generating H : ( T ) , then [M riP, T] is 
generated by any continuous function /  on M r )P satisfying /*(u>) =  A i. Therefore 
we m ust have /«,(w)(7i) =  1, /*(<*?)(72) =  /*(a>)(73) =  0.
Since f p in the statem ent of Theorem 2.2 satisfies these conditions and is 
continuous on M r )P, f p generates [M riP,T] for p = 2 , 3 . This completes the proof 
of Theorem  2 .2 .
T h e o re m  2 .3 . For the manifolds k = 3 , 4 , 5 , . . .  the functions
fk  : M H,k — ► T  defined by
are continuous on M u,k  and generate the groups o f hom otopy classes o f  functions 
from M f j tk to T .
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P r o o f. Facts 1 and 2 following the statem ent of Theorem  2.2 also apply here. We 
begin by dem onstrating th a t for Mjf.fc, k > 3 , we have H 1(Mn,k)  — Z , generated 
by the cocycle Aj for which ^ ( 71) =  1 (here 71 is the 1-simplex t € [0, 1] 1— >
r*(t,o,o)).
Again we define the simplices
72 - i  € [0 , 1] I— * r fc(0, t , 0)
73 :<€[0,1].—♦rfc(0,0,<)
and note th a t 71, 72 and 73 generate the group 7r j{Mn,k)-  We also have 
{Mn,k)  — T fc.
C ase  1. H 1(M h , 2 ) = Z ■ 71 .
This follows from the fact th a t [ i r i f M f / ^ ) , ^ ^ ^ ) ]  is generated in 
by the elements 72 and 7273 , which together generate all term s of the form
C ase  2. H i(M n ,k )  =  Z • 71 © Z k - i  • 72 for k > 3.
In the case k > 3 , we have [ t t j 7 r 2(Mf/,fc)] generated by 72_1 and 73 
in rcy(MH,k)-
We now complete ) for k > 2 .
C ase  1 . H 1{Mh ,2) = H o m (F ,(M H,2),Z ) =  Hom(Z ■ 7 l ,Z ) “  Z • A j, where Aj is 
the cocycle satisfying A j^ j )  =  1, A!(72) =  Ai(73) =  0 .
C ase  2 . H 1(M n ,k ) = (MH,k),  Z) =  Hom(Z -71 0  Z k - i  -72, Z) for k > 3.
However, this is H om (Z-7 i ,Z )  =  Z -A i, where Aj is the cocycle satisfying Ai(7i) =  
^ 1(72) =  -^ 1(73) =  0 .
If we suppose again th a t u; is a cocycle generating H l (T ) ,  then [MH,k,T] is 
generated by any continuous /  on Mn,ki k > 2, satisfying /*(u>) =  A j. The rest 
of the argum ent proceeds as for Theorem  2.2.
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§2 .3 . Z e ro s  o f  c o n tin u o u s  fu n c tio n s  in  H *. C L 2( M r # )
We begin th is section by dem onstrating th a t M r #  =  T 3 possesses ix -prim ary 
functions which are non vanishing, as one would expect.
Suppose Xn € £* fl G * ; then the character defined on a maximal sub­
group M  of S r ,i gives rise to  the Mackey space M (X n) , as dem onstrated in the 
in troduction (0.3).
Functions in the image of the lift m ap L : M (X n ) — ► L 2( M r # )  are of the 
form  /  : M r # — ► C , f ( T j ( t , x , y ) )  =  /(< )** . (0>**y) for some L 2 function /  
w ith period 1. Clearly /  is continuous if /  is.
Thus we see th a t the tx-prim ary sum m and contains the character
= e2" ' - ! * ’** (2.14)
which is continuous and nonvanishing on M r .
We wish to emphasize here th a t the manifold M r j  = T 3 is the only compact 
3-dimensional non-abelian solvmanifold known to possess continuous, nonvanishing 
7r-prim ary sum m and functions. We dem onstrate in what follows th a t for M r # ,  p = 
2 ,4 ,6 , continuous functions in the infinite-dimensional 7r-prim ary sum m ands must 
have zeros. In the case of M r ^  , continuous functions in certain constructible 
subspaces which span the n -prim ary summ ands are known to  have zeros, bu t the 
complete answer for M r j  is not known.
We begin by examining the situation for M r # •
T h e o re m  2 .4 . Suppose f  is a continuous function in H C L 2( M r # )  , for tx £ 
(rR ,2\ 5 fi,2) ^ .  Then f  has at least one zero on M r # .
P ro o f .  Recall th a t S r #  = R  oc R 2 , with R  acting on R 2 via the 1-param eter 
subgroup cr(t) — Rot(7xt), and th a t T 2 is the subgroup of integer points in S r #  .
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The coadjoint orbits are therefore circular cylinders in s , sa tu rated  in the T* - 
direction. The coadjoint orbit associated with n  G ( M r ^ ) ^  is th a t containing an 
integral functional Xn =  a X *  + /3Y* for which xa*. induces n .
Let P-1Ti be orthogonal projection of L 2( M r j )  onto the irreducible subspace 
H nti which is the image of the lift m ap Li  from M(X„)  to  L 2(M r,2)• We note 
th a t if /  is continuous on M r ,2, then Pnif  is continuous on M r ,2 [R il] , and
1
=  S /(<>■» ■)A(<r0 ‘)(a >^))XcT(i)(al/3) (2.15)
j =o
is equal to L i f  for some continuous f  in . (Lemma 0.4)
Thus, in order to prove Theorem  2.4, it suffices to look at sums of functions of
mul( 7T )
the form ^  L j/{ , for / ,  continuous in M ( A^), where M (X n ) lifts to H nti . 
i=l
Let S  =  {A : a 2 +  (32 =  A2, (o ,/?) G Z 2, (<*,/?) ^  (0 ,0)} . O rder the elements 
of S  so th a t A/t >  Afc_i. The proof of Theorem  2.4 is by induction on the elements 
of 5’.
C ase  1 . Ai =  1, m u l^ A j  =  2.
This case falls into the category of odd A;v, which is treated  in the induction
step.
For the induction step, we suppose th a t if /  is continuous on M r,2, /  G 
for Afc <C. An  ^ then f  m ust h&vc 3- zero.
Case 1: A  ^ is odd.
Let {(a:j,/?{)}*™1j^7rAn  ^ be a complete set of 1^ 2-orbit representatives in 0 \ Nf)C*; 
for convenience we may take them  to be in the set {(a,/?) : a ,/?  G Z, a  + (3 > 0}. 
Note th a t a  +  f3 is odd whenever a 2 + (32 =  X2N is odd.
Let P  — {p — a.i + fa } .  Order P  so that pk > p k - i  • Note th a t the p are 
positive.
Let Qk = {i : ai + = pk}, k =  1, . . .  , m . Note th a t each Qk has cardinality
2; this follows from the fact th a t if <X{ +  fii =  a j  -f /3j and a 2 +  /32 = a 2 + (32 (orbit
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condition), then if q ; ^  a j , we m ust have ai — (3j. Thus Qk has cardinality 2, 
one for each of (a ,/? ) and (/? ,« ). Let { /, : R  —+ be a set of continuous
functions w ith period 2.
Then as dem onstrated in section 0.4 a typical continuous </> in H nn has the 
form (setting z\  =  e2ntx, z 2 =  e2nty)
<t>(t,zl , z 2) =  { M * ) 2? 2*  + / i ( < +  1)* r“ <z2’f t ]}- (2-16)
{ Q k }  *€Qfc
Fix t and define <f>t(zi,z2) =  <j}(t,zi, z2) , so th a t <f>t : N  C\T2\ N  =  T 2 — > C .
Suppose <j> is nonvanishing on M r <2 . Then <f>t : T 2 — > C  is nullhomotopic, 
by the results of section 2. Consider the restriction of <j>t to  the closed curve 
z\ =  z2 in T 2 . Then <f>t , defined by
M z )  =  <i>t{z, z ) =  ^ 2  [ lzPfc +  I 2  M  +  1 )]z ~Ph ( 2 -1 7 )
{<?*} i€Q k i£Qk
is a curve in C \{0} which has winding num ber zero.
Clearly <f>t may be viewed as the restriction to T  of a meromorphic function 
: C  — ► C ,
*<(") = E  i E  w w '  + [ E  m * + <2-18)
{Qfc)*GQfc i£Qk
We claim th a t has a pole of odd order at =  0. If not, then the coefficients
in of negative exponents are zero; bu t since 4>t contains only term s with odd 
exponents, has no constant term , and thus we would have a polynomial 4>t with 
4>t (0) =  0. Thus would wind at least once on the circle T , so 4>t would wind,
a contradiction. Let 7 > 1 be the order of the pole at zero. Then we may write
«,(*) = *-’{ £  /i«)jzM+7 + [E +
idQk  (2.19)
=  z rp(z)
where p  is a polynomial in z with even exponents.
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But then the zeros of p ( z ) (and so the zeros of ) occur in pairs of equal 
m odulus, so th a t the num ber of zeros inside the unit circle is even. Define T : 
[0,1] — > T  by r(<) =  e27rit. Then we have
Indr$t =  N$t — P$t ^  0 (2.20)
where N $ t and P$, are, respectively, the num ber of zeros and poles of inside T
([Ru2], chapter 10). Thus the winding num ber of <f>t cannot be zero, and we arrive
at a  contradiction.
C ase  2: A2 =  0 mod 4.
Note th a t if a 2 + (32 = Aj  ^ =  0 mod 4 , then both  a  and (3 m ust be even.
Let {(fti,/?;)}™ '^"* be a set of -orbit representatives, and let { /; : R  — ► 
be continuous functions w ith period 2. Then a  typical <j> € may
be w ritten
m u l(  7Tn )
=  ^ 2  f i i * ) 2 * * 2 ?* +  f i ( f  +  l ) z i ai  z 2 ^ *  1 (2 .2 1 )
i— 1
for Zj =  e27riE, z2 =  e27rty, as dem onstrated in section 0.4.
We define
m ul(7rn )
Il>(t,z i , z 2) =  J 2  f i ( i ) z ? / 2 4 i / 2 +  f i { t  +  l ) z i a i / 2 Z; l3i/2. (2.22)
i~ 1
Note th a t since the a ,  and /3, are all divisible by 2, ^  has integer exponents. 
Therefore, if) is continuous, 1^ 2-invariant, and lives in P ,rAfc where A| =  
A2/4 .  By the induction hypothesis, i/> has a zero. Since 4>(t,z1, z 2) = rl>(t, z \ , z \ ), <j) 
m ust also have a zero.
C ase  3: A2 =  2 mod 4.
Let be a complete set of -orbit representatives from
DC* , satisfying a ,  > 0 for each i .  Note th a t + f i i  = K  = 2 mod 4 implies 
th a t ati and (3i are both odd for each i .
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Let P  = {p =  ctj for some i} . O rder P  so th a t p* > p k - i  • Let Qk = {i '• 
ai = p k } , and note th a t each Qk has cardinality 2. Let {fa : R  —► be a
set of continuous functions of period 2. Then a typical continuous <f) in H ^Xn has 
the form of (2.16).
Fix t and define (f>t(z\, 22) =  <i>(t,zi,Z2 ), <j>t'■ N  CI =  T 2 — ► C . Suppose
th a t <j> is nonvanishing, so th a t (f>t m ust be nullhomotopic on N  D I ^ iV .
Define <f>t(z) =  <f>t{z, 1), the restriction of <f>t to  the curve 22 =  1 in N  fl T z \ N . 
Then we have
m *) = E  « E  +1E  m * +1)]*-” }•
{<?*} i€Qk i£Qk
Since each is odd, each pk is odd; by choice of a , , we have Pk > 0 for all k .
From here we proceed, as in case 1, to dem onstrate th a t <f>t m ust wind on the
circle T , a contradiction. This completes case 3 and finishes the proof of Theorem
2.4.
In Theorem  2.5, we show th a t continuous functions in the 7r-prim ary summ ands 
of L 2( M r , 4 ) and L 2{ M r $ )  m ust have zeros.
T h eo rem  2 .5 . Let f  be a continuous function in C L 2( M r ^ ) ,  for i — 4 or 6 , 
7r G (rjR,i\S'.R)t)ro • Then f  has at least one zero on M r ^  .
P ro o f. Define the groups
T'4 =  { ( m ,n ,p )  G T/^4 C S r j  : M  = 2k,  for some k G Z}
Fg =  {(m , n , p ) G r fli6 C S Ri6 : M  = 3k, for some k G Z}
Then r; and Tg are subgroups of T r <4 and Tj^g respectively, of finite index; 
thus T[ is cocompact in S r for each i ,  and it is straightforw ard to verify that
r ' = r fl,2, i  — 4,6.
We prove Theorem  2.5 for M r i4 ; the proof for M r $ is analogous in every 
respect.
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Since =  F r ,2 and is cocompact in Sr ,4 , we have H ^ T ^ S r ^ ) =  F r ,2 . 
Therefore we have I ^ S r ^ — M r ,2 ([Mos], Theorem  A).
Functions which are T r ^  -periodic are -periodic, so L 2(M r,4) embeds iso- 
m etrically in L2(M r,2). Furtherm ore this em bedding is 5r,4-equivarian t with re­
spect to  the quasi-regular representation, and so takes 7r-spaces to  7r-spaces.
Let #  be the isom etric em bedding of L 2(M r,4) in L 2(M r,2). Then if /  is a 
continuous function in H n C L 2(M r,4), $ /  is continuous in H v C L 2(M r,2) and 
so m ust have a zero. However, if 4> /(rR ,2(t, x,  y)) = 0 , then since /  is ^ - in v a r ia n t, 
f ( r R<4( t , x , y ) )  =  0 ; thus /  m ust have a zero. This completes the proof of Theorem
2.5.
We finish this section w ith a theorem  summ arizing what is known for M r ,3 .
T h e o re m  2 .6 . Let f  be a continuous element o f  a constructible, irreducible sub­
space o f  a it-primary sum m and H w C L 2(M r,3) (see section 0 .3j. Then f  has at 
least one zero on M r,3 .
P ro o f .  Suppose G £* fl O n , an integral functional in s*R 3 ; then the character 
X Xir defined on a maximal subgroup M  of S r , 3 gives rise to the Mackey space, 
M (Aff). The constructible irreducible subspace corresponding to A*. =  (a ,/?) is the 
image of the lift m ap L  : M ( X W) — > L 2( M r ,3), an S r ,3 -invariant isometry.
A typical continuous element of this constructible irreducible subspace of H w 
has the form
7 ( r 3( t,* ,y ) )  =  J ( i , z i , z 2)
(2.23)
=  +  / ( <  +  i ) * f  - 2 ( ° + m  +  f ( < + 2  ) * r ( ° +<” * ?
for Z\ =  e2ntx, z2 = e27riy, and /  : R  — ► C  a continuous function of period 3 , as 
dem onstrated in section 0 .4 .
Suppose /  is nonvanishing on M r ,3 . Then f  m ust be nullhomotopic when 
restricted to T 2 -fibers of the bundle M r ,3 — ► T .
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We examine the functions /  on a case-by-case basis.
C ase  1. a  = (3 =  1 mod 3, or a  = =  2 mod 3.
We define ^ ( 2) =  f ( t , z ,  1) for fixed < 6 R ; <f>t m ust have winding num ber 
zero on T , since f ( t , z i , Z 2 ) is null-homotopic on T 2 for fixed t . We have
<f>t (z) = f ( t ) z a +  f ( t  + 1 )ZP + f ( t  +  2 )z~(a+/3\  (2.24)
Clearly one of a ,  /3 and — (a + {3) m ust be negative. If we view <f>t as the restriction 
to  the set T  =  {|z | =  1, z <E C} of the meromorpliic function
* t (u,) =  f{t)u>a + f { t  + l y 3 +  f { t  + 2)o;-<a+ ^) (2.25)
we see th a t has a pole at u> =  0 .
Let 7  be the order of the pole at zero. Then we may write
$ t (w) =  w - y {fi t )u;a+^ ■ f i t  + 1) ^  +  f i t  +  2) - ( a+^)+^}
(2.26)
=  <jj l'p(u;)
where p(w) is a polynomial. Note th a t the exponents of p(u>) m ust all be divisible 
by 3. Since a  -f j3 =  1 or 2 mod 3, we m ust have 7  =  1 or 2 mod 3, so that 
a  +  7 =  /? +  7  =  —(a  +  (3) + 7  =  0 mod 3. Thus the zeros of p(u>) are grouped 
as triples of equal modulus; in particular, the num ber of zeros of p(u>) (and hence 
of 4>t(a;)) inside T  is a m ultiple of 3. However, the pole of 4>t at =  0 is not a 
m ultiple of 3, and therefore, referring to (2.20), we see th a t m ust wind on the 
curve T , and therefore th a t 4>t cannot be nullhomotopic, a contradiction.
C ase  2. a  = 1 mod 3, /? =  2 mod 3.
We define <f>t{z ) =  f ( t , z, z ~ l ) =  f { t ) z a ~P +  f ( t  +  l ) z 2^ +a +  f { t  +  2 )z-(2a+^  
as in case 1 and note th a t (j)t is /  restricted to the curve Z2 — z ^ i in the T 2 -fiber 
over r 3(t ,0,0).
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Clearly one of a  — 0 ,  20  + a ,  and —(2a  +  0)  m ust be negative, since (a  —
(3) + (2/3 +  a )  =  2 a  + /3. All are congruent to 2 mod 3, so none can be zero. If we
view </>t as the restriction to T  of the meromorphic function ( " )  =  /(<)“ “ 13 +  
/(< + !)^ 2 /3  +  a  _j_ _j_ 2 ^  (2 a + ^ 3 )  ^ w e  g e e  f^a t J ^ S  & p Qj e  a j. z e r o  ^ ^Jl e
order of the pole at zero; then —7 =  2 mod 3, and we may write
$ t (w) =  u>~y { f { t )  u>a ~l3+'1 +  f ( t  + l)o>2/3+a+7 +  f ( t  +  2 )w -(2a+/3)+'r}
(2.27)
=  w‘ 7p(w),
where p(a>) is a polynomial. Note th a t since —7 =  2 mod 3 , and since all of 
a — /?, 2/3 + a  and — (2a + /3) are congruent to 2 as well, the function p(u>) contains 
only term s w ith exponents divisible by 3, and so the num ber of zeros inside T  is a 
m ultiple of 3. Since 7 is not a multiple of 3, we have In d r$ t  7^  0 , and again we 
arrive at a contradiction.
C ase  3: a  =  2 m od 3, 0  = 1 mod 3.
Proceeding as before, we define (f>t(z) =  / ( t , z , z - 1 ) =  f ( t ) z a ~& + 
f ( t  +  1 )z2P+a + f ( t  +  2) z - (2a+/3), and note th a t </>t is /  restricted to the curve 
z 2 — z i*  in the T 2 -fiber over r 3( t ,0, 0 ).
Again, one of a  — (3, 20 +  a ,  and —(2a +  0)  m ust be negative, and all are 
congruent to 1 mod 3, so th a t none is zero. If we view </>t as the restriction to T  
of the meromorphic function
$ t (u>) =  +  f ( t  +  1 ) 0 ^ + “ +  f ( t  + 2 )a;-(2Q!+ ^
we see th a t has a pole at zero. Let 7 be the order of the pole at zero; then 
—7 =  1 mod 3, and we may write
$ t ( w) =  c + f ( t  + l)u ,2^ +tt+T' +  f ( t  + 2)u>-(2a+f3)+^}
= U) fp( Lu)
where p(w) is a polynomial. Note th a t since —7 =  1 mod 3, and since all of 
a  — 0,  20 + a ,  and —(2a  +  0)  are as well, the function p(u>) contains only terms
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w ith exponents divisible by 3. The num ber of zeros inside T  is therefore a multiple 
of 3. Since 7  is not a  m ultiple of 3, we have In d r$ t  7^  0 , and we arrive at a 
contradiction.
C ase  4: a  =  0 mod 3, ( 3 = 1  mod 3 or a  = 2 mod 3, (3 = 0 mod 3.
If (a,  (3) is such th a t a  = 0 mod 3 and (3 = 1 m od 3, then the r 3 -orbit 
containing (o:,/?) also contains the point (/? ,—(a  + /? )) , which is of the type dealt 
w ith in case 2 . Since the function /  is independent of the base point chosen from 
the T3-orbit, /  m ust have a zero. Similarly, if (a , j3) is of the type a = 2 mod 3, 
(3 = 0 mod 3, then the point ( — (o +  /?),« ) is of the type dealt w ith in case 2.
C ase  5. a  =  0 mod 3, (3 = 2 mod 3; or a = 1 mod 3, (3 = 0 mod 3.
If ( a , (3) is such th a t a = 0 mod 3, (3 = 2 mod 3, then ((3, —(a ,/? )) is in the 
same T3 -orbit as ( a , (3) and is of the type dealt with in case 3. If ( a , (3) is of the 
type a = 1 mod 3, /? =  0 mod 3, then the point ( — (a, (3), a)  is of the type dealt 
w ith in case 3.
C ase  0. a = (3 = 0 mod 3.
We have a  =  3ka' and (3 — 3k(3' for some k  7^  0 and some pair (o ’, (3'), not 
both  congruent to 0 mod 3. We may therefore define
g ( t , z u z 2 ) =  H t ) z f ' 4  +  f ( t  +  +  f ( t  +  +,SV >
which is clearly the lift of a function in the Mackey space for
since not both a '  and (3' are congruent to 0 mod 3, g m ust have a zero, since one of 
cases 1-5 applies. Since g has a zero, and since we have g(t , z \ *, z \ k ) =  / ( t ,  z j , z2), /  
m ust have a zero on M r j  .
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.6.
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§2.4. Zeros o f  con tin u ou s fu n ction s in  Hn C L2(Mjj,k)
In this section, we dem onstrate th a t functions in a  uniformly dense subspace 
of continuous functions in H® — C ( M n ,k ) H H n m ust have zeros on M u,k i  
for all hyperbolic solvmanifolds Mjj.fc- It then follows easily th a t all continuous 
functions on H^ m ust have zeros (Lemma 2.9).
If is a complete set of r# ,fc-orbit representatives from O D C*,
then the set {Li : M ( X ni) — ► L 2( M n , k ) } ^ i ' ^  is a complete set of lift m aps into 
the constructible irreducible subspaces of H n . Let T, : L 2(R ) — > M ( X ni) be the 
isom etry intertw ining the Schrodinger model of n  on L 2(R ) and the induced model 
on Af (Aw.); i.e. T i f  = f ,  where f ( t ,  x, y) = Xx„. (*, y) f { t )  •
Then L\  =  L{ o Tj lifts £ 2(R ) into the i th  constructible irreducible subspace 
of H n . We define
K„ = X',(C„°°(R)) © • • ■ © L'mnlM( C ~ ( R )) C H ? .
L e m m a  2 .7 . K n is uniformly dense in H® .
P ro o f. We first dem onstrate th a t K * is uniformly dense in H =  C ° ° (M h  ,fc)n 
H*.
If S„(R ) are the smooth vectors for the Schrodinger model of 7r on L2(R ), 
then we have
2  L ' i i S ^ K ) )  (2.28)
in the sup-norm  on Mfj,k (Lemma 5, [Bre2]).
Since L[ intertwines ir on L2(R ) and , L'{(5*(R )) =  H ^  by preservation 
of sm ooth vectors under intertw ining maps.
We have also th a t © j ? “ , =  since orthogonal projection onto Sjj^k-
i
invariant subspaces preserves infinite differentiability ([Aus-Bre], section 2). There-
m u l(7 r )
fore if 0  G H ^ ° , and <p =  <p{ , where (pi -  Pn>i((p), then for each i G
1 = 1
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1 , . . .  ,m u l(7r) there is an f i  €  X^(Co°(R)) such th a t \\<j>i -  /i||oo <  £ /(m u l7r). 
Therefore ||<£{ — /illoo < £> and so is uniformly dense in H%°.
We finish the proof of Lemma 4.1 by dem onstrating th a t H^° is uniformly 
dense in H ° .
Let F  be a  fundam ental dom ain for T k \S n ,k  containing the identity; define a 
C°° approxim ate identity {en}£Lj so th a t
1. 0 <  £n <  oo for each n  € Z + .
2. Support en is contained in the interior of F  for each n  (E Z+ .
We define, for <f> 6 -ff” ,
(f>* en( t , x , y )  = f <j>((t,x,y)(t',x' , t/ ) -1 )en( t ' , x ' , y ' )d t ' dx  dy  . (2.29)
JFCSHlk
Then <f> * en is C°° for each n  £ N , since en is C°° and Sn,k  is unim odular, 
and in fact <f>* en £ since <f> * en is the uniform limit of linear com binations of 
right translates of (j).
We now claim th a t <f> * en converges uniformly to <j> on Mn,k ■ We have
\\<t>* £n -  <£||oo < SUP f l<?K(M,!/)(<',® ',</)_1) -  <t>{t,x,y)\£n (t' ,x ',y ')d t 'dx 'd .y '.
( t , x , y ) J F
(2.30)
Choose N  so th a t for n  € TV, we have \<fi((t ,x,y)(t ' ,x' ly' )*1) — (f>(t,x,y)\ < e 
for all ( f ,x ,y )  G F  and all ( t ' , x ' , y ' ) € support(en ). Then * £n — </>||oo 5; 
J  £ • £n ( t ' , x ' , y ' )dt 'dx 'dy '  = e, which completes the proof of uniform  convergence.
Thus we have C H ° uniformly dense in H ° , completing the proof of
Lemma 2.7.
Recall from section 0.2 th a t Sfj,k =  R  oc R 2, with R  acting on R 2 via the 
1-param eter subgroup <rfc : R  — ► S L 2 (R ) satisfying er*. (1) =   ^ *
Xt 0is conjugate to the 1-param eter subgroup cr(/) =  t
U A
k +  1, A € R . The coadjoint orbits in are therefore hyperbolic cylinders,
k  — 1 k
, where A -f A-1 =
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sa tu ra ted  in  the T * -direction, and satisfying the equation
(k — 1)jc2 +  (k — 1 )xy — y 2 =  u> (2.31)
for some u; € R . Note th a t two coadjoint orbits satisfy (2.31) for each value of
us, each being a connected component of the set in s*H k  satisfying (2.31). The
coadjoint orbit associated w ith n £ (FH,k\SH,k)^o th a t containing an integral 
functional A„• =  a X *  +  j3Y* for which x** induces 7r.
T h e o re m  2 .8 . Suppose f  is a continuous function in H v C L 2( M n , k ) , for n  £ 
( r H,k\SH,k)^o • Then f  has at least one zero on M n,k  ■
P ro o f .  We begin by proving theorem  4.2 for functions /  £ K n C H *. We have 
K n =  Xj(C£°(R,)) ® • • •© F/nul^ ( C £ ° ( R ) ) ,  so th a t a typical element of K n has the 
form
mul 7T
<f>(rk( t , x , y ) )  = E E  f i ( t  +  n) exp 27ri(o;n)ia: +  /3n,iy) (2.32)
i= 1 n(EZ
where {(«o,i> *s a set °f distinct T*,-orbit representatives in O n fl C* ,
(a n, i ,0n,i) =  <Xfc(rz)(Q:o,i, 5 and where for each i  =  1 , . . . ,  m ul(7r ) , and for fixed 
t ,  the sum  over n  in (2.32) is finite. Suppose <j> is nonvanishing on . By
setting z\ =  e27r*x , z 2 = e27rty, we may define
mul 7T
4 ( t , z 1, z 2) = <t>(rk( t , x , y ) )  = £ / * ( <  + « )* ,“ "••'*£"•'. (2-33)
i= 1 n£ Z
For any fixed t ,  we m ust have <f> nullhomotopic on N  nT*. =  T 2\ N  by Theorem 
2.3.
We note at this point th a t if satisfies (k — l ) a 2 +  (k — 1 )af3 — (32 =  u> for 
u> > 0, then either all points in C?(a ,/3) satisfy a  > 0 , or they all satisfy a  < 0. If not, 
then since 0 ( Qip) is connected, C9(Q)/3) m ust intersect the y-axis, so th a t a  =  0 and 
—fl2 — a;, a contradiction. Similarly, if 0 (a ,/3) satisfies ( k —l ) a 2 + (k — l)a f3—/32 — w 
for u> <  0, then either all points in C \a ,/3) satisfy (3 > 0 , or they all satisfy (3 < 0.
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Suppose 0 ( a}/3) satisfies (k  — 1 )a 2 +  (k — l)a/3 — f32 =  u> for u> > 0.
C ase  1 . Suppose all (a ,/?) € satisfy a  >  0. Then we have
m u l  7T
<£(*, Zi, z2) =  W  + n )z i n,i Z2n''
i = l  n £ Z
where a n<i >  0 for all n , i .  Fixing t ,  we have
m u l  7T
M z ) =  4>{t,z A )  =  Y L  £ / * + » ) * “•■' (2-34)
t=l ngZ
a curve of winding num ber zero on the circle T . The sum  in (2.34) is always finite.
We may consider <f>t to  be the restriction of a  polynomial on C  to T , 
i.e. 4>t(o>) =  D n g z  /*(* +  n )w“n,< • Since a n)f is never zero, 4>t has no
constant term  and so has a zero at u> =  0. Since has no pole inside T , we see, 
referring to (2 .20) th a t and hence <f>t cannot have winding num ber zero 011 T . 
Therefore 4> cannot be null-homotopic on N  D T k \ N  for fixed t , and so <j> cannot 
be nonvanishing.
C ase  2. Suppose all satisfy a  <  0. Then set <f>t (z) = <f>(t,z J , l )
for fixed t and proceed as in Case 1.
Clearly, if 0 ( Q)/g) satisfies ( f c - l ) a 2 +  ( f c - l ) a :/? -/?2 =  u) for u> < 0 , we examine 
C ase  3. Suppose all ( a , 0 )  G 0 ( a^ )  satisfy (3 >  0. Then set <f>t (z) — <f>(t,l,z) for 
fixed t and proceed as in Case 1.
C ase  4. Suppose all (a ,/?) G <9(a,,3) satisfy j3 > 0. Then set <f>t (z) =  < £(t,l,z_1) 
and proceed as in Case 1.
Thus we have proof th a t all /  G K w have zeros, and so we finish with the 
following corollary.
C o ro lla ry  2 .9 . If  all functions f  G A'* satisfy f ( Vk ( t , x , y ) )  =  0 at some point 
•zn — rfc(<n ,®n ,y n ), then every function <p G A ” has a t least one zero.
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P ro o f .  Suppose <f> € H%. Let {<£n}£Lj C K * ,  <f>n — ► <f> uniformly on Mn.fc- 
Let the sequence { z n } ^  of points on Mn,k  satisfy 4>n{zn ) =  0 for each n , and 
suppose z  is the lim it in Mn,k  of some subsequence { ^ (n )}  of {zn } ■
If we choose n  large enough th a t for k > n,\\<j)k -  (£||oo <  e /2  and |<f)(zn) -  
<j>{z)| <  e/2  (by uniform continuity), then
\<t>k{zk) “  <f>(z )\ <  I<f>k(zk) -  <f>(zk)\ + \(f>k{Zk) -  <t>(z)| <  £.
However, since <f>k{zk) — 0 , we have \<j>{z)\ < e for all e > 0 , so th a t <f>(z) =  0.
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